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TO THE PUPIL 

About this guide . .. 
This guide will help you learn to solve problems using a BBC micro
computer and the COMAL programming language. 

To go with the guide there is a disc of COMAL demons. Demons are 
short pieces of COMAL which you can join together to make programs . 
You can start using the demons to solve problems straight away. As 
you work through the guide you can learn how to write your own 
COMAL programs too. 

· .. and how to use it 
To help you learn to use COIVLAL easily, this guide is presented in two
page units. Each unit introduces a new idea, starting with a problem for 
you to solve. Then there are notes on planning a program to solve the 
problem, and details about writing, running and testing your program. 
Most units also have a Help box containing hints to help you solve the 
problem. 

Solving problems is a good way of learning and can be fun too , so try 
the problems in the For you to do boxes in every unit. If you are 
keen, there are more problems for you to try, and tips on how to solve 
them between pages 71 and 72. 

Some useful features of the guide 
• summary pages tell you what you should be able to do if you work 

through the units in the guide . See pages 24, 50 and 70. 

• demon documentation pages list the COMAL demons you can 
use and explain what they do. See pages 83 to 90. 

• index pages help you to find examples of how COIVLAL demons and 
COMAL key words are used, and let you check up on important 
ideas in the guide. See pages 91 and 92. 

This guide will help you to learn to solve problems using COMAL, but it 
should be fun to use too. We hope you enjoy using it. 
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STARTING CO MAL 

You can draw shapes like these using some of the techniques you will 
learn in Part 1 of the guide. 



CREATING A PROGRAM 

To complete a job like this you need to follow the 
instructions in a car repair manual. And you have 
to follow them in the right order. 

A computer also needs a list of instructions or 
commands before it can do a job. And it needs 
to be told the order in which you want them 
carried out. 

Commands 

In the computer language COMAL, simple 
command words or keywords are used to tell 
the computer what do. P R I NT and C LS are two 
useful keywords. For example: 

PRINT "My name i 5 Sue"l~iiim§lwili make 
the computer print the message in the quotes on 
the screen. 

P R I N T 1;j,'ii30' will make the computer print a 
blank line. 

C LS 'ajiil@o' will make the computer clear the 
screen. 

You have to press the 'WiiiIY§i key after each 
command. This te ll s the computer that you have 
fini shed typing in the command. 
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2 Planning a program 

A program is a list of commands which the 
computer will carry out in order. 

Before you type in a program on the keyboard, 
you must plan out exactly what you want the 
computer to do . For example, if you want this to 
appear on the computer screen. 

My name isSue McKa y 

I Live at 

6 Cast Leton Road 
GLasgow 

you will need a program which does this . 

clear the screen 

print My name is Sue McKay 

print a blank line 

print I live at 

print a blank line 

print 6 Castleton Road 

print Glasgow 

This is called a program plan. Don't type it on 
the keyboard, because the computer won't 
understand it. 

The instructions in a program must be written 
using COMAL conunands . Each line of 
commands must be given a number. Find out how 
to do this on the next page. But first get the 
computer ready. 

3 Preparing the computer 

Before you start typing in the program, type 

NEW '*,lImO' 
This removes any other program you might have 
already typed. It gets the computer ready to 
receive your new program. 



4 Writing the program 

To turn your program plan into an actual 
program, type this on the keyboard: 

100 CLS 
110 PRINT "My name is" 
120 PRINT 
130 PRINT "Sue McKay" 
140 PRI NT 
150 PRINT "Iliveat" 
160 PRINT 
170 PRINT "6 Cast leton Road" 
180 PRINT "Glasgow" 
190 END 
Don't forget to press Miiilij@l at the end of each 
line. You've been reminded of this above, but 
most program listings don't show it. 

There is a line number at the beginning of each 
command. This te lls the computer that the 
command is part of a program. Without the 
number, the computer would carry out the 
command as soon as you pressed Iij:"ii;!@' 

The line numbers show the order in which the 
computer should carry out the commands. The 
computer starts at the lowest number and works 
through to the highest. 

You could number the lines 1, 2, 3, 4 and so on. 
But it's better to s tart at 100 and go up 10 each 
time. This gives you the chance to add extra lines 
to the program later. 

The keyword END, at line 1 90, te lls the 
computer that the program is complete . 

5 Listing the program 

You can check your typing by asking the 
computer to list the lines in the program. Do this 

by typing LIS T '3=ii"30' 
Don't use a line number for LIS T, because it 
isn't part of the program. 

When you list your program, any extra lines you 
added will be s lotted in so that they appear in the 
correct order. 

Programs 

6 Corrections and changes 

If you make a mistake, just type the line again. If 
you use the same line number, the compute r will 
automatically replace the old line by the new line. 

If you want to remove or delete a line, just type 
the line Ilumber and press ,"Iiimt' 
To add an extra line, choose a suitable line 
number and type in the command. For example, 
if you type: 

175 P R I NT "Sea r 5 den" lijiiiiU,. 
the extra line will be put in the program between 
lines 1 70 and 1 80. 

Check any changes you make, by listing the 
program. 

7 Running the program 

To tell the computer to carry out the commands 
in the program, type : 

RUN '",iI1Y,' 
The computer will start at the lowest line number 
and work through to the highest. 

8 Testing the program 

It is important to check that your program has 
done its job properly. Look at what the computer 
printed. Make sure that the words are printed 
correctly, and that the blank lines have been 
printed too. If anything is wrong, list the program 
and check each line carefully. 

For you to do 
Plan and write programs to print: 

Your name, age and address - with a blank 
line between each. 

2 A list of football teams or pop groups. 

3 The titles of five TV programmes - with 
two blank lines between each. 
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TUNING UP 

This old piano can playa tune by itself. Holes on 
the cards tell it what to play. You can write a 
program to make your computer playa tune. To 
make the job easier, we 've already written some 
bits of program for you. 

Demons 
One way of writing a program is to break it down 
into sections so that each section has a different 
job to do . 

The sections of program we've already written 
are called demons. They each de monstrate 
how to do a different job. And they each have a 
name. For example: 

s e L u p_n 0 t e s is a demon which tells the 
computer how to play diffe rent notes . 

tun e is a demon which makes the computer play 
a tune. 

2 Bringing the demons into the 

4 

computer 
Before you can use the demons, you have to 
load them from your demons disc. To do this : 
• Put the disc in the disc drive. 
• Hold down BIIID, press and release the 

Illl!D3 key, then le t go of BIIID 
A menu should appear on the screen. 

• Select the Sou n d s demons from the menu by 
typing their menu number and l;!jiilU@' 
The computer will print a message when 
this set of demons has been loaded. 

3 Procedures 

Any section of program which has a name and 
does a particular job is called a procedure . The 
demons s e Lu p_no t e sand tune are both 
procedures . 

You can tell a procedure to do its job by typing its 
name: 

If you type set _u p_n 0 t e s 'y:iiil3§1 

the computer will get ready to play notes. (Note 
that the lines between the words in 
set _u p_ not e s are underscore characters, and 
not hyphens .) 

If you then type tun e '3=ii1l30' 
the computer will playa tune. 

4 Playing a tune - planning the 
program 

First, write down exactly what you want 
the computer to do : 

set up the notes 

play a tune 

The next step is to change this plan into the 
program itself. 

5 Writing the program 

If you haven't already done so, load the set of 
Sou n d s demons from disc . You will load several 
demons. But in this program, only two of them 
are going to be used. 

Type in the main program, using line numbers 
from 1 DO onwards : 

1 DO set _up_notes 
110 tune 
999 END 

The EN D statement tells the computer that the 
whole job is fini shed. It's usual to give the END 
statement the line number 999 . 



6 Listing the program 

When you have loaded the demons from disc, you 
have part of a program. It looks like this: 

7000 } 
to 20999 

21000 } 
to 29999 

set _up _notes, tune and 
other ready-made demons 

list of demons 
loaded from disc 

When you have finished typing in the rest of the 
program, it looks like this: 

100 

\ 
mam program 

110 which you 
999 typed in 

7000 } s e Lu p_n 0 t e s , tun e and 
to 20999 other ready-made demons 

21000 } list of demons 
to 29999 loaded from disc 

If you use LIS T 'UliimO' to list the program, 
the whole program will appear - including all the 
instructions in the demons. This makes the 
program very dlifficult to read and check. 

It's much more convenient to list one part of the 
program at a time . You can do this using the 
orange function keys . When you load the demons 
from the disc, the keys are automatically set up 
to do these jobs : 

1m lists the main program (that's the lines with 
numbers up to 999). 

lEI lists any demons you typed yourself (none, 
this time). 

III lists the names of all the demons loaded 
from disc. 

rm takes you back to the menu, if the demons 
disc is in the drive. 

(Be careful! When you press this key, you 
lose your program). 

Procedures 

7 Running the program 

To run the program, type RUN 'DalimA' 
When the program runs, the computer starts at 
the lowest line number. Then it carries out its 
instructions line by line. 

When the computer comes across the name of a 
procedure: 
it searches the program for that procedure, 
it carries out those instructions 
then it goes back to where it left off in the main 
program. 

110 your program, the computer first carries out 
the instructions in the set _u p_n 0 t e s 
procedure. Then it carries out the instructions in 
the tun e procedure. When it reaches line 999 , 
it stops. 

8 Testing the program 

This program is easy to check. If it works 
properly, you should hear a tune. 

For you to do 
Plan and write programs to solve the problems 
below. Remember that if your program uses 
any sound demons, s e Lu p_n 0 t e s must be 
used first. 

Make the computer play the tune twice. 

2 Make the computer: 

print Listen to this tune 

playa tune 

3 One of the sound demons is called bee p 
It makes the computer 'beep' just like it 
does when you switch on. 
Make the computer: 

beep 

print Listen to this tune 

playa tune 

print End of tune 

beep 

5 



EVERYTHING IN ORDER 

Many of the world's countries take part in the 
Commonwealth Games . But in which order 
should the contestants parade around the s tadium 
before the games begin? Usually, it's decided by 
putting the names of the countries in alphabetical 
order. It's a job which can be done by the 
computer. 

Putting names in order -
planning the program 

Here is a plan for a program to sort a list of 
names : 

get ready 

ask for the names 

put the names in order 

print the names 

These four parts of the program can be done by 
four of the demons on your demons disc : 

s e Lu p gets the computer ready to handle lists 
of words, numbers, or both. 

as k_ for _war d s asks you to type in your list of 
words. Each time it asks you for a word , you 
type in the name of a country and press 1ij;'ii;J@1 
Names like New Zealand count as just one 
word. 

a r d e r _wo r d s sorts your list of words into 
alphabetical order. 

au t p u Lw a r d s makes the compute r print the 
list of words on the screen. 
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2 Drawing a picture of the plan 

To help your planning, it is a good idea to draw a 
diagram showing the different sections of the 
program. A diagram like this is called a 
structure diagram: 

sort a list 
of Names 

I I 
get ask for put print 
ready names names names 

in order 

The box at the top describes what the whole 
program does. 

The boxes underneath are arranged in order from 
left to right. Each shows a different section of the 
program . 

Boxes with double lines on each side show jobs 
which can be done by ready-made demons. 

Turn back to 1.1 'Tuning up' if you want full 
deta ils on how to load demons from disc. 

Remember to load all the demons you want be/ore 
typing in your program. 

E:'mIii mma loads the demons menu. Select the 
demons you want by choosing a number on the 
menu. You want Words and Number s 
Le v eL 1 demons this time, so type their menu 
nwnber and press iij3"i1ij§1 

II!J lists the main program (the lines which you 
typed in). 

ID lists the names of all the ready-made demons 
you loaded. There isn' t space on the screen for 
the full list. Press E:'mIii to see more . 



3 Writing the program 
First load the Word s and Numbers - leve l 
demons from your disc. The HELP box at the 
bottom of the page shows you how. 

Then type in the main program : 
100 seLup 
110 ask_for _words 
120 order _words 
130 output _words 
140 END 

When you type in the names of the demons, 
remember that the words are joined by 
underscore characters and not hyphens. 

4 Running the program 

When the program runs , s e t _u p puts a menu on 
the screen. It will ask you whether you want to 
deal with numbers , words, or words and numbers . 
You want words this time, so select number 2 
on the menu. Do this by typing 2 'Q;,iim@1 

Next, the computer asks you how many words 
you want to deal with. This is so that it can 
reserve space in its memory for all the names in 
the list. T o enter 5 names , type 5 '2iiiJG@1 

• Use line number 100 for the first line of 
your program. 

Use line number 999 for the END statement. 

• To change a line of your program: type the 
line number and the new line . Then press 
19i.ii9", The new line will automatically 
replace the old one. 

• To de/ele a line from your program: type the 
line number and press 'Will!;!,' 

• To n(.11 the program: type RUN 'j!i.i13W' 
• To slop the program before it ends : press 

'tMAi 
• To clear the screen: type C L S 'Wlii12§1 

Structure diagrams 

a s k_ far _w 0 r d s makes the computer ask you 
for your words one at a time. Each time Wo r d : 
appears on the screen, type a name and press 
'a,iil9§'. If you reserved space for 5 words, this 
will happen 5 times. 

a r d e r _war d s puts the words in alphabetical 
order. 

au t put _war d s makes the computer print the 
words in the list. 

5 Testing the program 

It is important to check that the computer is 
doing the job properly. 

Before you run the program, write down the 5 
names which you are going to type into the 
computer. Be sure that they aren't in alphabetical 
order. That would make it too easy ! 

Work out the alphabetical order yourself. Then 
run the program - typing in the names in the 
same order as you first wrote them down. 

When the program ends, check that the computer 
put the names in the same order as you did . 

For you to do 
Plan and write programs which will: 

ask for the names of 6 TV programmes 

put them in order 

print the list 

2 ask for the names of 8 models of cars 
put them in order 

3 

4 

print the names 

sort these names , then print the list: 

A. Smith F. Smithers 

K. Smith A. T. Smith 
A. Smythe A. Smithers 

Is there a better way of writing these 
names so that the computer can sort them? 

print the names of ten pop groups in 
alphabetical order. 

7 



TELLING OTHER PEOPLE 

When you watch TV, you can find out more about 
the programme by reading the notes in the Radio 
or TV Times. otes like this are called 
docum e ntation. 

Documentation is also useful for computer 
programs. It can be written on paper. Or it can 
be written in the program itself. 

Documenting your program 

You can use comme n t s tate m e nts to write 
notes inside your program. Comment statements 
don't show up when the program runs, but you 
can see them when you list the program. 

In COMAL, comment statements begin with two 
slash characters, I I. For example, you could start 
a program with comment statements like this: 

10 /I So rt a Li s t o f numb e r s 
20 /I b y M. Ferguson 
3D /I 21 s t Se ptember 1988 

2 Documenting demons 

At the end of the book, you'll find documentation 
on all the demons used in the book . Read it to 
fi nd out what the fo llowing demons do. They are 
going to be used in the next program: 

s e t _u p 
ask_fo r _n umber s 
orde r _ Low _ to_h igh 
o utpu Lnum b e rs 
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3 Titles and instructions 

When you write a program, it is a good idea to 
make some documentation appear on the screen : 

Sor t a list o f nu mber s 

- b y M. Ferg u so n-

2 1 Se p tember 198 8 

I nstructions 
You wi II be asked how 
many numbers yo u wi sh 
t o so r t . Then you wi II 
be ask ed to t y pe them in . 

the program title 

the writer's name 

the date 

some instructions 
telling the user 
what the program 
does and how to 
use it 

There are two demons for doing this . They are 
called tit L e and ins t rue t ion s. They are in 
the Words a nd Number s- Le v eL 1 demons. 
Load tlus set of demons from your disc now. 

Before you can use tit L e and 
in s t r ue t ion s , you have to change them so 
that they give your own title and instructions 
instead of the ones already there . 

t it Le is a demon which prints a program title, 
the writer's name, and a date on the screen. It 
uses line numbers from 11 800 to 11 900 . List 
these lines by typing: 

LIS T 11800,1 1900 

Then change lines 11830 , 11 8 50 and 11 8 60 
so that they give )'OUI' title, y01I1' name and todals 
date. 

in s t rue t ion s is a demon which prints 5 lines 
of instructions on the screen. It uses line 
numbers from 12000 to 12080 . 
List these lines by typing: 

LIST 120 0 0, 120 80 

Then change lines 12010 to 1 2060 so that )'0111' 

instructions are put between the quotes . 

You are going to write a program that puts some 
numbers in order. The program will ask for the 
numbers to be typed in one after another. The 
instructions should explain what is going to 
happen. 



4 Planning the program 
Here's a plan for a program to sort a list of 
numbers: 

print a title 
print instructions 
get ready to deal with a list of numbers 
ask for the numbers 
sort tile list of numbers 
print the list of numbers 

5 Writing the program 
Be sure you have loaded the Wo r ds and 
Numbe rs - Leve L 1 demons. Then type in 
your program: 

10 II Sort a Li st of numbe r s 
20 II by M. Ferguson 
3 0 II 21st Septe mber 1988 

100 CL S 
110 titLe 
1 20 i nstr u ctions 
130 se L up 
14 0 ask_for _numbers 
150 order_ low _to_high 
160 output _num bers 
170 END 
The program starts with a few comment 
statements . The main program begins at line 
100 . It uses 6 demons. 

Remember to change the demons t it l e and 
i ns t r u c t ion s so that your own title and 
instructions are used. 

mi IlIiDl.'!3 loads the demons menu from 
disc . Select a set of demons by typing a 
number from the menu and pressing 'allim,' 
I1!J lists the main program. 

ID lists the names of the demons loaded. 
There isn't room on the screen for the full list. 
Press mi to see more. 

• To change a line of your program: type the 
line number and the new line. Then press '3:.,11;1" 

Documentation 

6 Running the program 

When the program runs, the computer will start 
by printing a title and some instructions on the 
screen. 

Next, it wi ll ask you whether you want to deal 
with numbers , words , or words and numbers . 
You want numbers this time. Select this option by 
typing 1 ';!,iilij§' 

The computer wi ll then ask you how many 
numbers you want to deal with. When you have 
typed in your reply, it will ask you for your 
numbers one at a time . 

Finally , the computer will sort these numbers and 
print them on the screen in order - from the 
lowest to the highest. 

7 Testing the program 

Sorting numbers is rather like sorting words. You 
can use the same kind of test to check the 
program. 

Write 5 numbers on paper. Put them in order 
(smallest to largest). Then use tile computer to 
sort the same 5 numbers. The computer's order 
should be the same as yours. 

For you to do 
Draw a structure diagram for the program 
on this page . 

Plan and write programs to solve the 
fo llowing problems. Be sure each program 
prints a title and some instructions. 

2 Print these numbers in order: 
120 21 10 121 12 22 
221 211 101 112 11 212 

3 Print these numbers in order: 
142 14.2 0.142 1.42 0.0142 1420 

4 Use the computer to sort and print the 
heights of 12 people you know. 

1

5 Use the computer to sort and print the 
. telephone numbers of 8 people you know. 
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HIT SOUNDS 

This electronic keyboard is programmed to sound 
notes . But it won't work until you te ll it which 
notes you want. To do this, you have to press 
the keys . The further up the keyboard you press, 
the higher the pitch of the note . 

Using two demons, you can make the computer 
sound a note : 

s e t _u p_no t e s is a demon wh ich gets the 
computer ready to sound notes. 

not e is a demon which makes the computer 
sound a note. 

Parameters 
note is a procedure which isn't quite complete. 
It can't do its job until you tell it which note you 
want. You do this by putting a letter in brackets 
after the demon name. Like this: 

note(c) 

The letter in brackets controls the pitch of the 
note . The letter could be c , d, e, f , 9, a or b. 

c gives the lowest note , b gives the highest 
note . 

The letter in brackets is called a parameter. If 
you make the letter c, then c is the value of the 
parameter. When you put the letter in brackets, 
you are passing a parameter to the procedure . 

With parameters, you can use the same 
procedure over and over again to produce lots of 
different effects, 

10 

2 Making a tune - planning the 
program 

To playa tune, the computer needs to sound 
several different notes one after another. Here is 
a plan for a program which plays a tune with 3 
notes : 

print a title 

sound a note with pitch b 

sound a note with pitch 9 

sound a note with pitch a 

Here's the structure diagram: 

I playa tune I 

I 
I I I 

sound sound sound 
a note a note a note 
with with with 
pitch pitch pitch 
b 9 a 

In the structure diagram: 

I 
sound 
a note 
with 
pitch 
d 

You can only start a box when the box on its left 
has been completed . 

A box isn't completed until its lower branches 
have all been completed . 

mIIilllIilD3 loads the demons menu from disc, 
Select the Sou n d s demons by typing their menu 
number and pressing 'Miiim@. 
1m lists the main program. 

III lists the names of the demons you can use in 
your program . 

• To delete a line from your program: type the 
line number and press 13i'''3§' 

• To change a line : type the line number and the 
new line. Then press '31.113#' 



3 Writing the program 

First, load the Sou n d s demons from your disc. 
Then type in your program: 

10 /I Th ree notes 
20 /I by K. Pate L 
30 /I 26 Oct 88 

100 t i tLe 
110 set _up_notes 
110 note(b) 
120 note(g) 
130 note(a) 
999 END 

The values b, 9 and a set the pitches of the 
notes. Use differe nt values if you prefer. Some 
pitches produce sweeter notes than others, but 
the demon not e will sound a note whatever 
pitch you choose. It's your choice! 

If you want your own title to appear in the 
program, you will need to change some of the 
lines in the demon tit L e. List the lines in the 
demon by typing: 

LIS T 11800,11900 

Then change lines 11 830, 11 85 0 and 11 860 
so that they give yow- title, your name and loday's 
date. 

not e ( c) plays a single note, a musical C. For a 
different note, put d, e, f , g , a or b in the 
brackets instead of c. 

c h 0 r d ( c) is rather like not e ( c) except that 
it mixes two extra notes with the note C to sound 
a chord. 
You don't have to write a program to tryout 
these demons. For example: 
To make the computer sound the note C: 

type: set up not e 5 'j!i.";!t' 
then type: not e ( c) ';!:"'M§I 

Parameters I 

4 Running the program 

When the program runs, it uses the same 
procedure, note, three times . A different 
parameter value is passed to the procedure each 
time. The procedure makes the computer sound 
a different note each time. 

5 Testing the program 

It is important to check that the program does 
what it is supposed to do. Listen carefully, and 
make sure you can hear 3 notes. 

It is more difficult to te ll if the pi tch is correct, 
but you can check to see if the pitch is going up 
or down in the right order. A parameter value of 
c gives the lowest note. The pitch gets higher if 
c is changed to d , e, f , g, a or b. 

Musicians may find this useful: 

9 
a -b-

d e 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems: 

Playa tune using these values for the 
pitches of the notes : 

bgaddabg 

2 Playa scale, using these values for the 
pitches of the notes : 

c d e f gab 

3 c h 0 r d is a demon which plays a chord 
(look at the HELP? box for more details). 
Playa tune by using these values for the 
pitches of the chords: 

f f 9 e f 9 

4 Write your own tune, using the demons 
not e or c h 0 rd. Use bOtll demons in the 
same program, if you want! 

I I 



DRAWING 

The Ford Granada - as drawn by computer. The 
car was designed using computer graphics like 
this . The picture looks complicated . But it's 
based on simple shapes which you can draw using 
your computer. 

Turtlegraphics demons 

There are several demons to help you draw 
shapes on the screen. These are 
T u r t Leg rap h i c s demons . One demon puts a 
small turtle in the middle of the screen. Other 
demons tell it where to crawl. As the turtle 
moves about, it leaves a trail behind it. 

You'll find a full description of the 
T u r t Leg rap hi c s demons at the back of the 
book. Here is a list of their names: 

set _up_graphi cs 
forwardCdistance) 
backCdistance) 
LeftCangLe) 
rightCangLe) 
end_graphics 

pen_down 
pen_up 
home 
hide_turt Le 
show_turt Le 

The demons with brackets after their names use 
parameters. They won't work until the parameter 
has been give~ a value. You do this by putting a 
number in the bracket instead of the word. For 
example : 

right(90) 

will make the turtle turn right 90° 

Now try using turtlegraphics to draw a rectangle . 
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2 Drawing a rectangle -
planning the program 

Imagine that the screen is a large piece of graph 
paper, 1200 squares across and 1000 squares 
from top to bottom. In the middle of the screen is 
a small turtle pointing upwards . To draw a 
rectangle, you could make the turtle fo llow a set 
of instructions like this : 

move forward 200 squares 

turn right 90 degrees 

move forward 400 squares 

turn right 90 degrees 

move forward 200 squares 

turn right 90 degrees 

move forward 400 squares 

turn right 90 degrees 

This is the trail the turtle would leave: 

1200 -------'. 

! , 

r _-=: 
~400 

You can write a program to make the turtle draw 
this rectangle on the screen. Use the program 
plan as a guide. 

mIlD m1m loads the demons menu from disc. 
Select the T u r t Leg rap h i c s demons by 
typing their menu number and pressing iij:.'i!3§' 



3 Writing the program 

First, load the T u r t Leg rap hi c s demons from 
your disc. Start with a few comment statements. 
Then type in the main program : 
100 se t _up_graphi cs 
110 fo r~ ar d(200) 

120 r ight(90) 
130 for~ard(400) 
14 0 righ t(90) 
150 for~a rd (200) 

160 right(90) 
170 for~ard(400) 
180 right(90) 
999 END 
The demon s e L up_g r a ph i c s gets the 
computer ready to draw, and puts the turtle on 
the screen. 

The demon for ~ a r d is used 4 times. Each 
time, the parameter value (in brackets) is 
changed. 

The demon rig h t is also used 4 times. But the 
parameter value, 90 , doesn't change. This is 
because the turtle has to turn 900 to the right 
after drawing each line. 

4 Running the program 

When the program runs, a small arrow (that 's the 
'turtle') will move quickly over the screen. It 
should draw a rectangle. 

When the program has finished, you may want to 
get rid of the drawing and return the screen to 
normal. To do this : 

type en d- 9 rap hie s and press 'YI"m§' 
en d_g rap hi c s undoes the effect of 
s e L u p_g rap h i c s. It doesn't need a line 
number because it isn't part of the program. 

• To clear the graPJI1:cs from the screen: type 
e nd _9 rap hie s and press .@,lim¢. 

T urtlegraphics 

5 Testing the program 

If you are quick, you can follow the turtle as it 
draws the shape on the screen. 

Check that it carries out the commands in the 
correct order. Check that the rectangle looks 
twice as long as it is high. 

One way of checking the program is to do a dry 
run . Follow the instructions in the program, line 
by line, using paper and pencil: 

Take a piece of graph paper. 
Place your pencil in the middle . 
Move the pencil , following each instruction. 
Check that you have drawn a rectangle. 

For you to do 

Draw a structure diagram 
for the program described on this page. 

2 What shape do you get when you follow 
these instructions on graph paper? 

move forward 200 
turn left 900 

move forward 1000 

turn left 900 

move forward 100 
turn right 900 

move forward 200 
turn left 900 

move forward 100 
turn left 900 

move forward 300 

3 Plan and write programs to draw each of 
these shapes. 

A 100 B 180 

0100 

~~~} 
200~160 
I~ 

D 
10~00 

c 

300 100 

13 
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CHANGE THE SIZE 

... 

This little calf will grow in size. 

You can change the size of your turtlegraphics 
pictures as well. It can be done by changing just 
one line in a program. 

Start with a simple shape like the le tter L. 

Using a variable 

Here are two sets of ins tructions for drawing the 
le tte r L: 

Left(90) 
forward(100) 
right(90) 
forward(100) 
back(100) 
Left(90) 
back(100) 
right(90) 

Left(90) 
forward( Length) 
right(90) 
forwa rd ( Length) 
ba c k( Length) 
Left(90) 
back( Length) 
right(90) 

The first set of instructions draws the le tte r L 
with legs 100 long. But if you want a different 
size of letter , you have to change several lines in 
the program. 

The second set of instructions doesn't have a 
value for the length of the sides . Before it will 
work, you have to tell the computer what 
L e ng t h stands for , like this: 

Length: = 100 

Whenever the computer meets L e ng t h it uses 
the number 100 instead. If you want a diffe rent 
size le tte r , just make Len 9 t h stand for a 
diffe rent number. 

In this example Len 9 this a variable. When 
you put Len 9 t h := 100, you are assigning a 
value to the variable . 

14 

2 Variable names 

In the last example, the variable name was 
Length. 

Variable names can be almost any word, or any 
combination of le tters and numbers. But: Always 
start the name with a letter . DOli', use COMAL 
keywords as names . in case you confuse the 
computer ! 

The only punctuation symbol you can use in a 
variable name is the underscore sign _. 

3 Drawing the letter L -
planning the program 

To draw the letter L with legs 80 units long, you 
could use a program plan like this : 

get ready to use turtlegraphics 

make length 80 

draw the letter 

Here's its structure diagram: 

I Letter L I 

J I 
get make draw 
ready length letter 

80 

EmID ImlZ.13 loads the demons menu. 
Select the T u r t Leg rap h i c s demons by 
typing their menu number and pressing bljllm§' 

1m lists your program. 

ID lists any procedures you have written 
yourself. 

m lis ts the names of the demons you can use in 
your program. 



4 Writing the program 
Load the T u r t Leg rap h i c s demons . 

Use s e Lu p_g r a ph i c s to get the screen 
ready for drawing. 

State the L e ng t h of the le tter's legs by giving 
the variable Lengt h a value of 80. After that, 
the computer will use 80 whenever it meets 
Length. 

10 II Letter L 
20 II by A. Name 
30 11 1st October 1987 

100 seLup_graphi cs 
110 Length :=80 
120 Left(90) 
130 f or~ardCLength) 

140 right(90) 
150 for~ardCLength) 
160 backCLength) 
170 Left(90) 
180 backCLength) 
190 right(90) 
999 END 

5 Running the program 

When the program runs, the computer should 
draw the le tter L with legs 80 long. Now try 
drawing the same lette r with longer legs, by 
changing line 11 0: 

110 Length:= 160 

Changing the value of Len 9 thin this line is all 
that is needed to produce a different size of 
lette r. 

• Use lines 10 to 999 for your procedures . 

• To delete a line from your program: type the 
line number and press Im'um" 

• To change a line : type the line number and the 
new statement. Then press '3= ... 13" 

• To clear the graphics, so that you can 
continue work on your program: type 
en d-9 rap hie s and press IUiii!;!§' 

Variables 

6 Testing the program 

Did the computer draw the correct shape? When 
you changed line 110, did the computer draw the 
letter with legs twice as long? 

Testing the program with every possible value of 
Length is called exhaustive testing. It would 
take too long to test the program by making it 
draw every possible size of lette r L, so just try a 
few carefully chosen lengths . For example, large , 
middle-sized and small. If the computer draws 
these properly, it will probably manage any other 
sizes as well. 

Testing the program with a few carefull y chosen 
values is called se lective testing. 

For you to do 
Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems: 

Draw the following letters . In each letter , 
make all the lines the same length. Write 
each program in such a way that it will 
draw a different size of letter if you change 
just one line of the program. 

L 5 U 
v y 

2 Draw a rectangle. The length of the 
rectangle should be a variable , and so 
should the height. 

Run your program three times , drawing a 
different size of rectangle each time . Then 
make your program draw a square . 

15 



MORE SHAPES 

This building looks complicated, but it is actually 
made up of many simple shapes. 

With turtlegraphics , you can draw a 
complicated shape like a house by drawing a few 
simpi.- shapes one after another. 

There are several ready-made turtlegraphics 
procedures on your disc. But none of them draw 
whole shapes like squares and triangles. If you 
want procedures for these, you have to write 
them yourself. 

Writing your own 
procedures 

To draw a square , you plan and write a procedure 
like this : 

Firs t, choose a name - let 's call it s qua r e. Start 
your procedure with PRO C and the name of the 
procedure. 

Next, write the commands to be used in the 
procedure. 

Finally, end the procedure with END PRO C and 
the name . 

1000 PROC square 
1010 right(90) 
1020 forward(100) 
1030 right(90) 
1040 forward(100) 
1050 right(90) 
1060 forward(100) 
1070 right(90) 
1080 forward( 100) 
1090 END PROC square 
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2 Procedure names 

These can be any combination of letters and 
numbers . But don't begin the name with a 
number. And don't use COMAL keywords like 
PRINT or COUNT. 

You can use several words in the name, but they 
must be linked by the underscore sign like this : _ . 
The sign is below the £ on the keyboard. Don't 
confuse it with the hyphen. 

3 Drawing a house - planning 
the program 

First, break the job down into stages: 

get ready to draw 
draw the front 
draw the roof 

The structure diagram for the program plan looks 
like this: 

Draw 
a house 

I I 
get draw draw 
ready the front the roof 

4 Writing the program 

First, load the T u r t leg rap hi c s demons from 
disc. Then type in the program : 

10 /I House 
20 /1 byA_Name 
30 /I Spri ng 1988 

100 seLup_graphi cs 
110 front 
120 roof 
999 END 

You must add the instructions for front and 
roo f yourself using line numbers between 
1000 and 6999 for these procedures. That 
way, you won't interfere with any ready-made 
demons. 



5 Running the program 

First the program tells the computer to find and 
carry out the instructions for 
s e Lu P- 9 rap h i c s. This puts the turtle on the 
screen and gets it ready for drawing. 

Next, the program makes the computer find and 
Ca tTY out the instructions for fro n t. 
Then it does the same for roo f . 

6 Testing the program 

If the program runs correctly first time - good! 

If there are any mistakes, you will have to test 
your program bit-by-bit. Removing the mistakes 
(or bugs) from your program is called debugging. 

Once you have run your program, COMAL 
remembers the names of your procedures, and 
where to find them. To check a procedure : type 
its name and press ,"j"lij@' 
You don't need a line number because you aren't 
writing a program . You are using immediate 
mode to make the computer carry out the 
procedure straight away. 

Check fro n t first. Make sure that the turtle 
draws the shape properly. It should end up in the 
right place to start drawing the roof. If it doesn't, 
you will have to change some of the instructions 
in the procedure. 

When front works, check roof in the same way. 

Now run the program again to see if it does the 
whole job properly. 

mIlD IlIiUlm loads the demons menu. 

1m lists your program . 

m lists any procedures you have written 
yourself. 

1m lists the names of the demons you can use in 
your program. 

Writing procedures 

For you to do 

Complete the example program which 
draws a house. You must add procedures 
to draw the front and the roof. 

2 Plan and write separate programs to draw 
these shapes: 

3 Plan and write a procedure to draw: 

a a person b three people in a row 

4 Plan and write a procedure to draw: 
a a mountain b a range of mountains 

• Use lines 1000 to 6999 for your own 
procedures 

• To test a procedure: 
run the whole program first, then type the 
procedure name and press 'WiI"a§' 

• To clear the graphics: 
type en d_9 rap hie 5 and press 'ijjtim§. 
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1.9 ROUND AND ROUND 

K:II ~ -=- -=- K:JI K:JI K:JI ICI ----~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ moo ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ , ~ ~ ~ 

·ft ft ft 

" ~ 

J. • • 
This looks like a whole invasion! In fact , it's just 
one set of shapes repeated on the screen in lots 
of different positions. 

Repeating a set of 
instructions 

Making a computer repeat a set of instructions 
can be very useful. For example, you could turn 

,h;; ;q"~e ... 0 <j~) 
into this pattern. .. .(':-: ? \\.1" .> 

v "v 

To draw the pattern, the turtle has to draw a 
square , turn a li ttle, draw another square, turn a 
little - and so on until it has drawn 12 squares, 
You could make it do this by typing out the same 
set of instructions 12 times, But there would be a 
lot of typing to do! 

Fortunately, there is an easier \\'ay: type the 
instructions just once, then tell the computer to 
repeat the same instructions, 12 times in all. 

Any section of program which is repeated over 
and over again in this way is ca lled a loop. 
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I!ll!IilIililm loads the demons menu. 

1m li sts your program. 

ID lists any procedures you have written 
yourself. 

2 Drawing the pattern -
planning the program 

Twelve squares have to be drawn. Each time the 
turtle finishes one square, it has to turn 30° 
before starting the next one. 

The plan for the program looks like this : 

get ready to draw J 
do 12 t imes ------------ _ 

draw square J ~ 
. 12 XJ IOOP turn nght 30 degrees 

end loop ___ ___ ____ __ _ ..... 

The loops starts where the plan says 'do 12 
times'. The loop contains the instructions to be 
repeated. The computer must count the number 
of times it goes round the loop. It must stop 
going round the loop after 12 times. 

Here's the structure diagram of the program: 

Draw a 
pattern 

I 
I I 

get ( do 12 times ) 
ready 

I 
I I 

draw turn 
a square right 30 

In the structure diagram: 
The start of the loop is written in a box with 
rounded ends, The box isn't completed unti l its 
lower branches have been completed. 

• To make the computer wait until you press 
the spacebar at line 115 , type in : 

115wait 

• To delete a line from your program: type the 
line number and press '3:""3@1 



3 Writing the program 

Firs t, load the T u r t leg rap h i c s demons. 
Then type in the main program: 

100 set _up_graphics 
110 FORturns := 1T012DO 
120 sq uare 
130 right(30) 
140 NEXT turns 
999 END 

The loop used in this program is a FOR .. . N EXT 
loop. It begins with a FOR statement and ends 
with a N EXT statement. 

t urn s is called the control variab le because it 
controls the number of times the computer goes 
round the loop. The control variable doesn't have 
to be called t urn s. Any variable name will do. 

The control variable is given a starting value (1 in 
this case) and a maximum value (12 in this case). 

The instructions for drawing the square and 
turning the turtle are written inside the loop, so 
that they wi ll be repeated. 

When you have typed in the main program, you 
must type in your own procedure for drawing a 
square. Use line numbers between 1000 and 
6999 for this. 

Finally, remember to add a few comment 
statements at the beginning of the program. 

4 Running the program 

When the computer first sees line 110 it gives 
the variable t urn s the value l. 

The computer then carries out the instructions in 
lines 120 and 1 30. When it meets N EXT t urn S 

the computer gives t urn S the value 2 and goes 
back to line 110. 

The computer goes round and round the loop. 
Each time, it carries out the instructions in lines 
1 20 and 1 30, and adds 1 to the value of the 
variable t urn S . 

When t urn s is more than 12 the computer skips 
straight to the instruction after the end of the loop. 

I FOR ... NEXT loops 

5 Testing the program 

To check how the computer draws the pattern, 
make it wait until you press the spacebar, 
between lines 11 0 and 1 20 . You can do this 
using the ready-made procedure wa it , like this: 

115wait 

Now when you run the program, you can count 
the number of times the turtle draws the square 
then turns. This should be 12. 

You can remove line 115 later, when you have 
fini shed testing the program. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems: 

Use turtlegraphics to draw these shapes: 

2 On page 16, there is a procedure for 
drawing a square. In it , the instructions for 
moving and turning the turtle are repeated 
several times . Rewrite the procedure in a 
shorterfonn , using a FOR ... N EXT loop. 

3 Here is a plan for producing a shape: 

get ready to use turtlegraphics 
do 36 times 

draw a triangle 
turn right 10 degrees 

end loop 

Use turtlegraphics to draw the shape. 
You can use a triangle like this: [::> 
Each time the turtle draws the triangle, it 
should return to its starting position. 
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THE SAME BUT DIFFERENT 

To produce this picture, the computer drew the 
same shape in several different sizes . 

Repeating and getting larger 

To produce this pattern, you could draw a square 
over and over again , making it larger each time. 
Here is a program plan: 

get ready to use turtlegraphics 

draw a square of length 50 

draw a square of length 100 

draw a square of length 150 

The structure diagram looks like this: 

draw 
a 
pattern 

draw draw draw 
square square square 
(length (length (length 
50) 100) 150) 

20 

draw 
square 
(length 
200) 

2 Procedures and parameters 

There's only one difference between the squares 
in the pattern - the length of their sides. 

You can use the same procedure for drawing all 
the squares, provided you don't actually write the 
length of the side in the procedure . Instead, use a 
variable in the instructions . Call the variable 
sid e, or some other name: 

PROC square(side) 
FOR round : = 1 TO 4 DO 

forwardCside) 
right(90) 

NEXT round 
END PROC square 

When you put sid e in brackets after the 
procedure name, you are making sid e a 
parameter. The procedure won't work until the 
parameter has been given a value. To use the 
procedure in the main program, replace the word 
in brackets with a number, like this : 

square(SO) 

This will pass the parameter value , 50, into the 
procedure. The procedure will draw a square 
with sides of length 50. 

3 Drawing the pattern -
writing the_program 

First, load the T u r t Leg rap hie s demons. 

Put your comment statements in lines 10, 20 
and 30. Then type in the rest of the program: 

100 set _up_graphics 
110 s quareCSO) 
1 2 0 s quare ( 100) 
130 squareC 1S0) 
999 END 

Finally, type in tile procedure for drawing a 
square . Start this at line 1000 . 



In all your programs, number the lines like this: 

10to99 
100 to 998 
999 
1000 to 6999 
7000 to 29999 

comments 
malO program 
END 
your own procedures 
leave free for the 
ready-made demons 

4 Running the program 

When the computer meets the instruction 
s qua r e ( 50) it looks for the commands in the 
procedure squa re o 

PRO C s qua r e ( sid e) tells the computer that 
it must give sid e a value before it can carry out 
the procedure square . 

square(50) makes side:= 50 . Every time 
the computer meets s id e in the procedure, it 
will use the value 50 in its place. 

5 Testing the program 

The procedure s qua r e is used 4 times , so 
check that 4 squares are drawn. 

It is difficult to measure the size of the squares 
accurately, but the sides should get bigger by the 
same amount each time . Make sure that the 
pattern looks the same on the screen as on 
paper. 

mIlD IB3 loads the demons menu. 

1m lists your program . 

ra lists any procedures you have written 
yourself. 

ra lists the names of the ready-made demons. 

• To delete a line from your program: type the 
line number and press IQj'iiat' 

• To change a line: type the line number and 
the new statement. Then press 'Ol'ilad 

Writing procedures ( I parameter) 

For you to do 

Plan and wlite programs to solve these 
problems, using turtlegraphics. 

Use your procedure squa re (s i de) to 
draw these shapes: 

2 Write a procedure called 
t ria n 9 l e ( sid e) to draw equilateral 
triangles (all sides the same size, and all 
angles the same size). Then use your 
procedure to draw shape a below. 

A B 

3 Use your procedure t ria n 9 l e ( sid e) 
to draw shape b above. 

Start every procedure with PRO C, then the 
name of the procedure , then the name of the 
parameter in brackets : 

PROC s quar e(s i de) 

End your procedure with END PRO C followed 
by the procedure name: 

END PROC s quare 

To use the procedure in the main program, 
write its name, then the value of the parameter 
in brackets : 

sq uare(50) 
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INVITATION TO A PARTY 

{ ' ~'"t Ulltlll!l1I l1llU ll ntll!l I I I I IlI I!l11 1 1ll1 

---_./ 
The operator here is typing a name on the 
keyboard. She is making an input into the 
computer. The computer uses the name to print 
a personal invitation to the office Christmas party. 
The name is held in a variable, only this time , it is 
a word rathe r than a number. 

Variables and words 

When a variable stands for a word, you must put 
a $ sign at the end of the va riable name. For 
example: 

name$: = "Lauren" 

When a word like La u r e n is assigned to a 
variable, the word must be written in quotes. 
Then the computer knows where the word 
begins and ends. 

A variable , like name$, which stands for a word 
is called a string variable. 

2 Fetching information from 
the keyboard 

The keyword IN PUT is used to fetch words or 
numbers from the keyboard. IN PUT is always 
used with a variable . For example : 

INPUT na me$ 

will wait for someone to type something on the 
keyboard and press Iij,iim§l. n a m e$ will then 
stand for whatever is typed. 

If you typed La u r en, then n a m e$ would stand 
for La u r e n in the rest of the program. 

INPUT name$ does the same job as name$: = 
"Lauren" except that Laure n is typed on the 
keyboard. 
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3 A party invitation - planning 
the program 

The plan for a program to print a party invitation 
would look like this : 

fetch the name from the keyboard 

print the invitation 

Here's the structure diagram: 

I invi tation I 

I 
I I 

fetch print 
name invitation 

4 Writing the program 

You don't need to load any demons this time. lust 
type in the program: 

10 /1 I nv itation 
20 /I by Mi ke Stewar t 
30 /1 Christmas 1988 

100 PRINT "PLease ty pe a name ." 
110 INPUT name$ 
1 20 C LS 
130 PRINT "Mi ke Stewart" 
140 PRINT"w ouLd Li ke to in vi te " 
150 PRINT na me$ 
160 PRINT "to hi s part y" 
170 PRINT "on Chri stmas day ," 
180 PRINT "at 11 a.m. " 
190 PRINT 
200 PRINT "R.S.V.P. " 
999 END 

The computer waits at line 110 until something 
has been typed on the keyboard. Line 100 puts a 
message on the screen, so that you know what to 
type . 

C LS , at line 120 , clears the screen. This gets 
the computer ready to start printing the next 
message in the top left-hand corner of the 
screen . 



5 Running the program 

When the program runs, the computer will print 

Pl ease type a name 

Then it will wait until you type a name and press 
ht:ilim§l. 

name$ will s tand for whatever you type . Later , 
when told to P R I N T n a m e$ , the compute r will 
replace n a m e$ by the name you typed. 

You can type someone 's fi rst name , or the ir 
whole name - or any other word you like ! 

6 Testing the program 

It is important to check that the name you type is 
being printed properly on the invitation. 

After you type the name and press Piiil",., the 
computer clears the screen. This means you can't 
compare the name you typed with the name the 
computer prints . 

If you remove line 1 20 , the name you typed in 
will stay on the screen. So you can compare it 
with the name the computer prints late r. 

The computer should print exactly what you 
type . If you make a spe lling mistake , the 
compute r should make one as we ll! 

When you are satisfied the compute r is printing 
the name prope rly, put line 120 back. 

• To remove an old program from the 
computer and prepare it for a new one : 
type NEW Miliim§. 

• To list your program: type LIS T iQ,'''Y§' 
• To delete a line from your program: type the 

line number and press Mjiim§1 

• To change a line : type the line number and 
the new statement. Then press 13!lii3§1 

• To cleen' the screen: type C L S IUjiim§1 

I N PUT, string variables 

You don't have to get rid of line 1 20 to test the 
program. You can disable the line instead. Just 
re type it as a comment s tatement, like thi s : 

120 II CLS 

The computer won't treat this as a command. 
And you won't forget what was on this line . 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems : 

Make the computer ask you to type a 
name, s treet and town. The computer 
should clear the screen and print the name, 
street and town. Then it should stop. 

Check carefully that the compute r prints 
exactly what you type. 

2 Make the compute r ask for the name of a 
disco , and then print a ticke t for this disco . 

3 Make the computer plint the railway notice 
below. The computer must ask for a time 
(like 11.30 am), and put it at the end of the 
las t line. 

Scotrai l wish to announce that 

the Hi gh land Express 

wi II depart from platform 5 

at 

A string variab le is a variable which stands for 
a word. The name of the variable must have a $ 
sign at the end , like this : t o wn$ 

I N PUT lets you put your own words (or 
numbers) into a program while it is running: 

110 INPUT name$ 

will make the compute r wait at line 11 0 until a 
word has been entered on the keyboard. The 
variable n a m e$ will then stand for that word in 
the rest of the program. 
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Summary of Part I 

If you have completed all the work so far, Covered 
you should know how to: ill sectioll: 

write a simple COMAL program 1.1 

add change or delete program lines 1.1 

plan, write, run and test a program 1.2 

load a collection of demons from the demon disc 1. 2 

use demons and other procedures in your program 1.2 

draw a structure diagram as part of a program plan 1. 3 

document your program 1.4 

pass a parameter to a program 1. 5 

use turtlegraphics to draw shapes 1.6 

use a variable 1. 7 

write your own procedures 1.8 

use a FOR ••• N EXT loop to repeat a set of instructions 1.9 

use a box in a structure diagram to show where a loop begins 1. 9 

write a procedure which uses a parameter 1.10 

make a program fetch information from the keyboard 1.11 

use a string va riable 1.11 

Useful line numbers 
You should be able to use these line numbers in your programs correctly: 

10 to 99 comment statements 
100 to 998 mam program 
999 END 
1 a a a to 6999 procedures you type in yourself 
7000 to 29999 leave free for any ready-made demons 

You should be able to use these keys for loading and listing: 

m:IID I!IiI!i.13 loads the demons menu from disc. Select the set of demons 
you want by typing a number from the menu and pressing IUiliilij§'. 
1m lists the main program (lines with numbers up to 999). 

iii lists any procedures you typed yourself. 

II lists the names of all the demons loaded from disc. 

rIll takes you back to the menu, if the demons disc is in the drive . 
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TAKING COMAL FURTHER 

You can use the camel, elephant and dragon demons, which produce these 
pictures, to advertise a zoo in unit 2.4. 



LOOKING DIFFERENT 

Newspapers can be printed in many diffe rent 
styles. So can the letters on a monitor screen. 

Modes 

The BBe computer can print on the screen using 
8 different styles or modes. These range from 
MODE 0 to MODE 7. The number of characters 
across the screen, and the number of lines down 
the screen , are different in each mode : 

Characters Lines 
Mode across down 

the screen the screen 

0 80 32 
1 40 32 
2 20 32 
3 80 25 
4 40 32 
5 20 32 
6 40 25 
7 40 25 

You tell the computer which mode to use by 
using the keyword MO DE , like this: 

MODE := 1 
MOD E : = 1 makes the computer turn to MOD E 1 , 
clear the screen, and put the cursor in the top 
left-hand corner . 

Be careful when you use MOD E 7 _ This mode is 
used to display TEL E T EXT characters. Some of 
these are diffe rent from the normal characters 
used in the other modes . 

Le t's tryout the different modes on a ready
made procedure - a demon called b 0 m b 
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2 Demons in the toolbox 

bomb is one of the ready-made procedures in the 
Grap hi cs and Sound Too Lbo x. The toolbox 
contains all the demons in the Sou n d s collection , 
and many more besides. It takes a little longer to 
load demons from the toolbox. But you have a 
much wider selection to choose from . 

To select demons from the toolbox: 

• Use I:'!:IID Il'Ii'!m to load the menu , then 
choose the toolbox. 

• Load the demons you want to use by selecting 
numbers from the toolbox menu . 

• When you have finished your se lection, press 
o to exit from the menu. 

• You can now start work on your program. 

3 Explosion on screen -
planning the program 

Start by trying out the procedure bomb in MOD E 
2. The program plan is quite simple : 

turn to MODE 2 

use the ready-made procedure bomb 

Here's the structure diagram: 

I explosion on screen I 
I 

I I 
turn to bomb 
MODE 2 

4 Writing the program 

Firs t, load bomb from the Gr aphi cs and 
Sou n d Too Lbo x. Then type in the program: 

10 1/ ExpLosion on sc reen 
20 1/ by A_ Name 
30 1/ 21st September 1987 

100 MODE: = 2 
110 bomb 
999 END 



5 Running the program 

T o run the program, type RUN 'a-"'!;!§' 
When the program has fin ished, count the 
number of characters across the screen. 
Estimate the number of lines down the screen. 

Try changing line 1 00 to 

100 MODE := 1 

and then running the program. 

You should also try 

100 MODE := O 

and note the diffe rence. 

6 Testing the program 

Before running your program, list it to check that 
you have typed everything correctly. 

The results of the program will look diffe rent in 
different modes, but the program should always 
do the same job. 

If you test the program using MODE 7 you will 
not be able to see the picture of the bomb 
properly. This is not a mistake. MODE 7 is 
diffe rent from the othe r modes , and it can't 
display this picture. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs which print the 
following notices. Use the largest characters 
you can, without changing the lengths of any of 
the lines . 

Don ' t tou ch the sur face of 
yo ur di scs . You ma y cause 
damage and lose y our data . 

Keepdisc s in 
thei r pap er sleeves 
IIhen not i n use. 

• To load demons from the toolbox disc: 

use m:IID IlmD3 to load the demons menu, 
then choose the toolDox. 

Load the demons you want by selecting 
the ir numbers on the toolbox menu. 

Choose 0 when you have finished your 
selection. 

• To list your program: press 1m 
• To delete a line from your program: type 

the line number and press ,ij;ti'I3O' 
• To cllange a line : type the line number and 

the new line. Then pre s M,lIm§, 
Modes 

Modes give diffe rent sizes of letter, and 
different numbers of lines on the screen: 

MOD E 2 and MOD E 5 give the largest letters , 
MO D E 0 and MO D E 3 give the smallest le tters , 
MO D E 7 won't work with graphics 

To select mode 1: 

type MOD E : = 1 and press h'iiiiij§1 

or add a line to your program: 

100 MODE: = 1 

Dir tanddust 
can damage 
yo ur com put e r. 
Keep it covered 
IIhe n not i n use . 

Don ' t slli tch off your com puter 
IIhi le you st i II have a di sc 
in the di sc dri ve . 

I Keep yo ur computer and di s c dri ve allay f rom sources of heat. I 
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ADDING COLOUR 

The Collection. 
Only 4.99 album 

A computer can print white letters on a black 
background like this. But if you have a colour 
monitor , it can print in a range of othe r colours as 
well. 

Choosing colours 

On a screen, the letters and othe r characters are 
printed in the foreground colour. The screen 
behind them is in the background colour. Two of 
the demons in your Graph; c sand Sound 
Too l bo x can be used to change these colours : 

f 0 reg round (s hade$) is used to set the 
foreground colour. 

ba c kg r oun d (s hade$) is used to set the 
background colour. 

When you use these procedures, the colours on 
the screen don't change straightaway. But 
anything printed after them will use the new 
colours . 

Each mode has a different selection of colours for 
you to choose from: 

Mode Colour 

0 black, white 

1 black, white , red, yellow 

2 black, white, red, yellow, green, 
blue , magenta, cyan 

3 black, white 

4 black, white 

5 black, white, red , ye llow 

6 black, white 

7 the procedures foreground 
(s hade$) and ba c kg round 
( s had e$) have no effect in MOD E 7 
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2 Words in colour - planning 
the program 

Try using the two colour demons to print some 
words in colour. Here is one way of doing the 
job: 

turn to MODE 1 

make the foreground colour red 

make the background colour yellow 

print the rhyme 

The structure diagram looks like this: 

I Words in colour I 

I I I 
turn to make make 
MODE foreground background 
1 colour colour 

red yellow 

3 Writing the program 

First, select fore and background 
colo u r S from the toolbox menu: 

Then type in your program : 

10 1/ Word s; n colour 
20 // byR. Logan 
30 1/ 22nd September 1988 

100 MODE := 1 
110 foreground("red ") 
120 ba c kg round ("ye II ow") 
130 PRINT "0 ld computers " 
140 PRINT "never d; e," 
1 50 PRINT "They just lose" 
160 PRINT "the; r memor; es ." 
999 END 

I 
print 
words 

The parameters needed by 
foreground(shade$) and 
background(shade$) are words . When a 
parameter is a word, like red or ye llow it 
must be written inside quotes . The computer 
then knows where the word begins and ends. 



4 Running the program 

When the program runs, and the computer 
reaches line 110 , it will search for the 
instructions for the procedure for e 9 r 0 u n d. In 
this case, the word red inside the brackets is 
passed to the procedure. 

A similar thing happens in line 1 20. The word 
ye L Low is passed to the procedure 
background. 

The foreground and background colours don't 
change straight away , but the computer uses 
these colours when it prints on the screen. 

5 Testing the program 

Go through lines 10 to 999 and write down what 
the computer should do at every line. This is 
called a dry run. Its a good way of working out 
what a program should do. 

A dry run is like a rehearsal. You run through the 
program to see if there are any snags before the 
main performance begins. 

When the program runs, make sure it does al1 the 
jobs listed in your dry run. 

Keep the dry run you have written. You may 
want to refer to it later. 

• To load demons from the toolbox: 

Use I:'lIIIii Iilllm to load the demons 
menu, then choose the toolbox. 

Load the demons you want by selecting their 
numbers on the menu. 

Choose 0 when you have finished your 
selection. 

• To lisl your program : type LIST ,999 '2:"'mW' 

• To delete a line frOIT~ yow· program: type the line 
number and press m'lim§1 

• To change a line: type the line nwnber and the 
new statement. Then press m'lim§1 

String parameters I 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems (you will fmd the demons in the 
G rap hi c san d Sou n d Too Lbo x useful 
when you solve each one): 

Print the name of a person, team or rock 
group in blue letters on a white 
background. 

2 Print the name of your town four times. 
Put it on a different line each time, using 
four different foreground colours and four 
different background colours. 

3 If you set the background colour, then 
clear the screen , the background COlour of 
the whole screen will be changed. For 
example : 

backg r ound("ye L Low") 
C LS 

will colour the whole screen yellow. 

Change the colour of the whole screen to 
red, then print COMAL COLOURS in yellow 
in the centre of the screen. 

for e 9 r 0 un d ( s had e$) sets the colour of 
any letters printed on the screen. For example : 

110 for e 9 r 0 u n d C'r e d" ) 

will make lette rs be printed in red at all 
P R I N T instructions after line 110 . 

ba c kg round (s hade$) sets the colour of 
the SCreen behind the letters . For example : 

1 20 b a c kg r 0 u n d ("y eLL 0 w") 

will turn the screen yellow from the first 
P R I NT instruction after line 1 20 onwards. 

The procedures will only work with colours 
given in the table on the opposite page. 
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LIBRARY TICKETS 

The library ticket on the right was printed by 
compute r. Any name and address could have 
been used. And they would have been printed in 
exactly the same positions . Positioning the words 
is all par t of the program. 

Printing positions 

To control where the computer starts printing 
along a line, you can use 
a comma , a semicolon; or a TAB command 

A comma makes the computer move a few 
spaces across the screen before printing the next 
item: 

PRINT "Name", "Lee La" 

puts this on the screen: 

Name Lee La 

A semicolon doesn't make the computer move , 
So the next item is printed immediately afte r the 
las t: 

PRIN T "Name"; " LeeLa" 

puts this on the screen: 

NameLeeLa 

A TAB command makes the computer move to 
any position you choose. For example, in 
MOD E 1, there are 40 printing positions on each 
line, These are numbered 0 to 39. 

PRI NT TAB(11l ; "Le eLa" 

makes the compute r move to position 11 before 
printing: 

LeeLa 

30 

Name 
Address 

LAMOC LIBRARY 

Lee La Chopra 
4, Bridge Lane 
Ayr 
ScotLand 

2 Printing the ticket - planning 
the program 

The program plan is quite simple : 

get ready 

fetch name and address from keyboard 

print ticke t 

The s tructure diagram looks like this: 

library t icket 

I 
I I I 

get fetch name print 
ready and address t icket 

from keyboard 

3 Writing the program 

The program is listed at the top of the next page. 

At the s tart of the program, the name , street , 
town and country are assigned to string variables, 
because words are being used. 

The top and bottom edges of the ticke t are each 
printed using 23 hyphens, 

In line 2 1 0, nothing follows the P R I N T 
command. So a blank line is printed. The same 
thing happens in line 280. 

In line 240 , the computer is told to print two 
items . The first is the word Name, s tarting at 
printing position 2. The second is the word which 
n a m e$ s tands for. This starts at printing position 
1l. The semiGolons afte r each item stop the 
computer moving across the screen before 
can 'ying out the next bi t of the P R I NT command. 



10 II Li brar y tic k et 
20 II b y A . Reader 
30 II Octo b er 1987 

100 MODE := 1 
110 PRINT "Ty pe the name" 
120 INPUT name$ 
130 PRINT " Ty pe th e s treet " 
140 INPUT street$ 
150 PRINT " Ty pe the tow n" 
160 INPUT town$ 
170 PRINT " Ty pe t he countr y " 
18 0 INPUT coun tr y$ 
190 C L S 
200 PRINT " -- - --- ------- - --- --- ---
210 PRINT 
2 20 PRINT TAB(9) : " LAMOC LIBRARY" 
230 PRINT 
240 PRINT "Name"; T AB (9) ;na me$ 
250 PRINT "Add re s s";T AB (9) ;s tree t$ 
260 PRINT TAB(9) : t o wn$ 
270 PRINT TAB(9) ;c o un t r y$ 
280 PRINT 
290 PRINT " -- - --- - ----- - ----------
999 END 

4 Running the program 

When the program runs, question marks appear 
on the screen. A reply has to be typed in for 
each, like this: 

Ty pe the name 
? Leel a Chopra 
Type the street 
?4 , Bridge Lane 
Ty pe the town 
?Ayr 
Ty pe the countr y 
?Scotland 

When all the information has been entered, the 
computer should print out the ticket on the 
screen. 

• T o list your program: type LIST 'm"i1;!§1 

• To cleo r the screen: type C L S '9jll!;j§' 

5 Testing the program 

Use a piece of graph paper to test the program. 
Mark out 40 boxes across, then 32 boxes from 
top to bottom. That's the same as the printing 
positions on the screen in MO D E 1. 

Carry out a dry run , doing exactly what the 
program says on graph paper. You should end up 
with a library ticket on the graph paper. 

Run the program. Type in the same details as 
you used for the dry run. Check that you end up 
with a library ticket on the screen which looks the 
same as the ticket on your graph paper. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems: 

Make the computer print a label for a disc 
box. The computer should ask for 

the box number 

contents (first line) 

contents (second line) 

contents (third line) 

Your label should look something like the 
'one below. You can use exclamation marks 
to print the lines at the sides of the ticket: 

Di sc Bo x 14 
Contents : COMAL games 

for the 
BB C computer 

!-- ---- --- ----- - -------- ! 

2 Karen owns a mobile disco. She often has 
to print tickets showing where the disco is 
to be held (that's the venu e), the time it 
begins and ends , and the price of 
admission . 

Design a ticket. Make the computer ask for 
the venue, star ting and fini shing times, and 
the price. Then print ten tickets. 
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COME TO THE ZOO 

As you stand in the queue at the Post Office, the 
adverts fla sh up on the screen one after another. 

With the demons in your G rap hie san d 
Sound Too lbox , you can make animals appear 
on the computer screen one after another. Try 
making your own advert - for a zoo. 

More parameters 

came l. elephant and dragon are demons 
which draw animals on the screen. Each demon 
uses two parameters : 

the position across the screen 

the position down the screen 

The demons can't do their job until their 
parameters have been given values. This is done 
by placing numbers in brackets after the demon's 
name. For example: 

ca me L<18,8) will draw a camel 

18 printing posit ions across the screen, and 8 
printing positions down. 

e l e p han t ( 1 8.8) wi ll draw an e lephant 18 
plinting positions across the screen, and 8 
printing positions down. 

c en t re ("E LEP HANT". 24) will print the word 
E L E P HAN T half way across the screen, and 24 
printing positions down. 

pa use (3) will make the computer pause for 3 
seconds before moving on to the next line of the 
program. 
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c e n t r e is a demon which you can use to print 
the name of the animal under the drawing. It uses 
tlVO paramete rs : the word to be printed, and the 
position down the screen 

The fIrst parameter value is a word. So it must 
be put between quotes. For example: 

cen t re (" CAM E L", 2 4) will print the word 
CAM E L in the middle of line 24. 

You can use the demon p au s e to delay the 
computer before it changes words or pictures on 
the screen . For example : 

pa use ( 1) will make the computer pause for 1 
second. Higher numbers give a longer pause. 

2 Advertising the zoo
planning the program 

The plan below is for a program which shows 
three animals, one after another. It also prints 
messages about the zoo: 

print a message 
show the camel 

draw the camel 
print the camel's name 

show the elephant 
draw the elephant 
print the elephant's name 

show the dragon 
draw the dragon 
print the dragon's name 

print a message 

gal lop ( 20. "f 0 r wa r d") will make a horse 
and ride r move across the screen from left to 
right, 20 printing positions down. For movement 
from right to left, use "b a c k war d" instead of 
"fo rward ". 

drive(20 , "car". "forward" ) will make a 
car travel across the screen from left to right, 20 
printing positions down. You can use "bus" 
instead of "c a r", and "ba c kw a rd" instead of 
"forward". 



Procedures (more than I parameter) 

Here is the structure diagram: 

I Advertising the zoo 1 

I I I I 
print show show show print 
message camel elephant dragon message 

3 Writing the program 

First , load the demons you need from your 
Graphi cs and Sound To o Lbo x. Do this by 
selecting the following options on the menu: 

pause 

dragon, cameL and eLephant 

centre a message 

Start your program with a few comment 
statements. Then type in the main program : 

100 MODE := 1 
110 PRINT "Vi si t Ayr zoo" 
120 pause(3) 
130 show _cameL 
140 show _eLephant 
150 show _dragon 
160 PRINT "Open every day" 
170 PRINT "except Chri stmas day" 
999 END 

N ext, type in the procedures s how _c a meL , 
show _eLephant and show _dragon . Use line 
numbers between 1000 and 6999 for these. 

Each procedure should draw an animal and print 
its name underneath. Here is the procedure for 
showing a camel: 

1000 PROC show_came L 
1010 CLS 
1020 cameLC18 ,8) 
1030 pause(3) 
1040 centreC "CAMEL",24) 
1050 paus e(3) 
1060 END PROC show _cameL 

The procedures for showing the elephant and the 
dragon are similar. Type these in next. 

4 Running the program 

When the program runs , the message Vis i t 
Ay r zoo is printed. A camel, an elephant and a 
dragon then appear on the screen one after 
anothe r , with their names printed underneath. 
The screen display changes every 3 seconds . 

At the end of the program, another message is 
printed on the screen. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve the problems 
be low. You will need demons in your 
Graphics and Sound Too Lbo x for this. 
Select these options from the menu before 
typing in your programs : 

pause 

centre a message 

gaLLopanddri v e 

The demons all use parameters which must be 
given values. The HELP box shows you how. 

gaL Lop is a demon which makes a horse 
and rider gallop across the screen. 

Make the computer print H 0 r sea n d 
rid e r in the centre of the top line of the 
screen . Then make it show the horse and 
rider galloping across the bottom of the 
screen and back again. 

2 d r i ve is a demon which makes a bus or 
car travel across the screen. Use this 
demon to show a bus moving from left to 
right across the screen, then a car moving 
from right to le ft. 
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FUN WITH WORDS 

.. ~--: ... 
Election time. Boxes of voting papers are 
delivered by collectors. These tellers then count 
the votes and send their results to the Returning 
Officer. 

In computers, some procedures are like 
collectors. They do a particular job. But some 
procedures are like tellers. When they have 
fini shed their job, they send a result back to the 
mam program. 

Procedures which send back or return a result 
are called functions. 

Using functions 

Some functions return a number. The built-in 
COMAL function LEN is one of these. LEN 
counts the number of letters in a word. For 
example: 

Len gth: = LEN(,'HazeL ") 
PRINT Length 

will make the computer print the number 5. 
The function LEN works out the result 5. 
So the variable Len g t h takes the value 5. 

Some functions return a string (a word or letter). 
The demon firs L Le t t e r$ is one of these. It 
returns the first letter of a word. For example: 

fi r st$: = fi r sL Let ter$("' Haze L") 
PRINT first$ 

will make the computer print the letter H. 
The function f ir s L Let t e r$ works out the 
result H. SO the variable fir s t $ takes the 
value H. 

The functions fir s L Let t e r$ and LEN each 
use one parameter. They can't do their job until 
the parameter has been given a value, like this: 
fir s LL e t te r$C"Ha ze L'·) 
LEN C"Haze L") 

Functions , like fir s L Let t e r$, which return 
a string all have a $ at the end of their name. 

2 Information about a name -
planning the program 

The plan below is for a program which will ask 
you for someone's name, then print the first 
letter and the length: 

ask for name 

find first letter 

find length 

print first letter and length 

Here's the structure diagram: 

Information 
about a 
name 

I I I 
ask find find 
for first length 
name letter 

I 
print 
first letter 
and length 

mIIii IlIil!m loads the demons menu from disc. 

1m lisls your program. 

m lists the names of the ready-made demons 
you can use. There isn't room on the screen 
for the full list. Press mIIii to see more. 

variables which stand for strings (words or 
letters) must have a $ at the end of the variable 
name. For example: fir s t$ 



3 Writing the program 

First, load the Words and Nu mbers -
LeveL 2 demons from disc . Start your 
program with a few comment s tatements . Then 
type in the main program: 

10 0 MO DE := 3 
110 PRINT "Type your fi rst name" 
120 IN PUT name$ 
130 fi rst$ := fi rsLletter$(name$) 
140 l eng th := LEN(name$) 
150 PRINT "Your na mebegi n swith" 
160 P RINT first$ 
170 PRI NT "Number of l e tt ers i 5 ' 
180 PRINT l eng th 
999 END 

4 Running the program 

When the program runs, the name you type in at 
line 1 20 replaces the variable n a m e$ in the rest 
of the program. 

The function fir s L Let t e r$ C n a m e$) works 
out the first letter of this name . This le tter now 
replaces the variable fir s t$ in the rest of the 
program. 

The function LE N C n a m e$) counts the number 
of le tters in the name. This number replaces the 
variable Len g thin the rest of the program. 

When the computer reaches the instructions 
PR I NT f i rst$ and PRINT Length , it prints 
the first lette r and the length of the name. 

resuLt$ := Las LLet ter$C" Haze L" ) 
PR INT resuLt$ 
will make the computer print the letter L 

resuLt$: = fi r st _ Let t er$C" HazeL " ) 
PRINT resu L t$ 
will make the computer print the letter H 

re s uLt $: = ba ckw ar d$C "Ha z eL " ) . 
PRIN T resuL t $ 
will make the compute r print L e z a H 

Functions 

5 Testing the program 

You can't carry out an exhaustive test of this 
program. There would be too many names to try. 
Instead, test the program selectively. Choose 
just a few different kinds of names. 

Try a long name, of up to 40 lette rs. Then try a 
very short name with 0 letters . Don't type any 
letters, just press '3: .. 1100' 
After that , try names which start with a capita l 
lette r or a lower case ("small ') letter. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve the problems 
which follow. Each of the functions mentioned 
is stored in W 0 r d san d N u m b e r s -
Le v e L 2 . Read the HELP box first . 

The function Las L Let t e r$ returns the 
last letter of a word. 

Make the computer ask for a word, then 
print its last letter and its length. 

2 The function b a c k war d$ returns a word 
with its letters in reverse order . 

Make the computer: 

ask for a word 

print its first letter and its length 

print the word spelt backwards 

print the first letter and the length of the 
word spelt backwards 

3 The function die returns a whole number 
between 1 and 6, just like tossing dice. The 
function odd_o r _even$ returns the word 
ODD or the word EVE N, according to 
whethe r the number you put in the 
brackets is odd or even. 
For example: odd_o r _even$(5) will 
re turn the word 0 D D . 

Make the computer behave like e lectronic 
dice . It must print a number between 1 and 
6, and state whether the number is odd or 
even. 
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ADDRESS LABELS 

from SI\I:-.:t.:.-\I~ E 

RickBobo 
4. Ocean Street 
Abergavenny 
KP72BP 

Skincare is a a small company, selling cosmetics 
by mail order. Every month, they have to send 
out a new price list to their customers. So they 
need a regular supply of printed address labels. 

Fortunately , their secretary doesn't have to type 
out a whole new set of labels each time. The job 
can be done by computer. 

Storing information inside a 
program 

The secretary only wants to type out the names 
and addresses once - when the program is 
written. After that, the computer should be able 
to print out a full set of labels every time the 
program IS run. 

I N PU T statements won't do the job, because the 
names and addresses would have to be typed 
each time. 

P R I NT statements could be used for the names 
and addresses . But that would make the program 
long, and difficult to type in. 

There is a better way: 

D A T A statements can be used to store the 
information inside the program. 

REA D statements can be used to recall the 
infonnation stored in the DATA statements. 

To find out how READ and DATA statements 
work, start with a program for printing just six 
names and addresses. 
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2 Address labels - planning the 
program 

The program plan looks like this: 

get ready 

do 6 times 
read name and address 
print label 

end loop 

Here 's the s tructure diagram : 

Address labels 

do 6 times 

read name 
and address 

3 Writing the program 

print 
label 

The program is listed at the top of the next page. 

This program prints the labels on the screen. If 
you want it to print the labels on a printer as well: 

first, load the s wit c h_p r i n t e r _ 0 nand 
s wit c h_p r i n t e r _ 0 f f demons from your 
toolbox; then , type in the program with two 
extra lines added like this : 

105 switch_printer_on 
210 5 wit c h_p r i n t e r _ 0 f f 

The D A T A statements are given line numbers 
from 30000 onwards. That way, they won't 
inteliere with any demons being used. 

• To load the 5 wit c Lp r i n t e r _ 0 n and 
5 wit c h_p r i n t e r _ 0 f f demons from your 
toolbox: 

select ' P r i n t e ron and 0 f f ' from the 
menu 



10 II Address LabeL 
20 ll bySkincare 
30 II 21 March 1988 

100 MODE: = 1 
110 FOR L a be L := 1 TO 6 DO 

READ ... DATA 

120 READ name$, address$, town$, postcode$ 
1 30 P R I N T ".-................ " 
140 PRINT name$ 
150 PRINT addre s s$ 
160 PRINT town$ 
170 PRINT post c ode$ 
1 80 P R I NT "····················" 
190 PRIN T 
200 NEXT Labe L 
999 END 
30000 DATA "R. Bobo","·4 Ocean St.", "Ayr ", "KP7 2BP" 
30010 DATA "M. Mi LL ", "12 BeLL St. ", "Bath", "BI4 7KJ" 
30020 DATA "Z. Mohamed", "23 Canter St.", "Hu L L", "HP7 6YT" 
30030 DATA " D. Rix", " 121 Mi LL St .", "Aber", "DF5 6RT" 
30040 DATA "S. Smi th ", "3 We s t St ". "Troon", " LPO 4TR " 
30050 DATA " D. Adams ", "45 Co ok St .", " London ", "WC4 SHU" 

4 Running the program 

At line 1 2 0, the compute r is told to REA 0 
name$, address$, town$, po s tcode$. It 
begins its search for 0 A T A and first finds it at line 
30000. It assigns the firs t item to name$ , the 
second to add res s$ , the third to tow n$ and 
the fou rth to postcode$. 

For you to do 

Plan and wri te programs to solve these 
problems : 

Alter the address label program above so 
that it will print ten labels. 

2 Make the computer print a list like this : 

Skincare price List: No v ember 
1987 

The next time round the loop, the computer is 
told to REA 0 data again . The computer has its 
OlVn built in 'pointer ' to mark whe re it last got to 
in its search . So, it reads DATA at line 30010. 
And so on . 

Produ c t Size Pri c e(O 

5 Testing the program 

When the program runs, the computer should 
prin t the labels on the screen. If the printer 
demons are being used, it should prin t the labels 
on the printer as well. Using the printer is a good 
idea, because it makes it easier to compare the 
labels with the data . 

Examine each labe l to make sure that the names 
and addresses have all been printed correctly. 

-- --- -- ----- - - - - -- - -- -- --

CLeansing cream 100 m L 1.95 
Night cream 50 m L 2.95 
Throat cream 50 m L 3.65 
Faci a L cocktai L 250 m L 1 .95 
Eye cream 20 m L 1 .55 
Moi sturi ser 200 m L 2.50 
Hand c re a m 250 m L 1 .25 
Toner 150 m L 1 .75 

3 Make the computer print five short letters. 
T he contents of each le tter should be the 
same, but the name of the person on each 
le tter should be different . 
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IN THE SWING 

There are ten players in Angie 's golf team. When 
they all play a practice round, she needs to know 
their average score . That way, she can keep a 
check on their perfo rmance . Angie keeps all the 
score cards . So she can use a computer to work 
out the results . 

Signs 

Computers are good at aritlunetic. They can add, 
subtract, multiply and divide. But some of the 
signs they use are different from the ones you 
write on paper. On the keyboard: 

+ means 'add' * means 'mu L tip L y ' 

- means' s u b t ra e t ' / means 'd; v ; de ' 

Here is how you could solve four simple problems 
using the computer: 

Problem On the computer 

What is answer: = 6 + 2 
6 + 2 ? PRINT answer 

What is answer: = 6 - 2 
6 - 2' PRINT answer 

What is answer :=6* 2 
6 x 2 ? PRINT answer 

What is answer :=6 / 2 
6 +2' PRINT answer 
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2 Totals and averages 

Here's one way of finding the total of 10 
numbers : 

write dOlVn 0 (the total so far!) 

for each score 
add the score to the total 
write down the result (the total so far) 

next score 

When you have added each of the scores, the last 
number you wrote down is the total score . 

To work out the average score, you divide 
the total score by the number of golfers (10) . 

3 Finding an average score -
planning the program 

Here's one way of doing the job on the computer: 

make the total 0 

for 10 scores 
fetc h a score from the keyboard 
add the score to the total 

next score 
divide the total by 10 to find the average 
print the average score 

The structure diagram looks like this : 

Average 
score 

I 

I I 
make for divide total print 
total 10 scores by 10 to average 
0 fi nd average score 

I I 
fetch score add score 
from keyboard to tota l 



4 Writing the program 

No demons are needed, but you should get the 
computer ready for a new program by typing 
NEw Miiim§, 
Start with a few comment s tatements. Then type 
in the main program: 

100 MOD E := 6 
1 10 totaL := O 
1 20 FORgoLfer: = 1 T0 10D O 
130 INPUT "Ty p e n e xt sco r e ": sco r e 
140 tota L:= tot a L + score 
150 NE XT goLfe r 

160 average: = to t a L/ 10 
170 PRI NT "Average score; s ": ave r age 
999 END 

5 Running the program 

When the program runs, the total is first set to O. 
Then the computer is told to go round a loop 10 
times. gaL fer is used as a control variable , to 
keep track of the number of times the computer 
has gone round the loop. 

The instructions inside the FOR ... N EXT loop are 
repeated, 10 times in all . Each time round the 
loop, the computer asks for the next score . At 
line 140 , it adds this score to the total: 

tot a L := tot a L + score 

This line gives t ot a L a new value each time. 
It 's the old value plus the last score added. 

After all 10 scores have been added , the total is 
divided by 10. This gives the average score . 

• To clear the screen: type C LS 'Wil"pe' 
• To list your program: type LI S T 'aiii';!§' 
• To delete a line : type the line number and 

press '01,.120' 
• To change a line : type the line number and 

the new statement. Then press i3iilm§1 

Arith metic 

6 Testing the program 

Use a dry run to check that the program is 
working properly. 

Begin with a list of the 10 scores you will use 
when the program runs. Work through the 
program line by line . Write down the value of 
the total every time it is changed by the program. 

When you have fini shed the dry run , check your 
fi na l answer by another method. You could use a 
pocket calculator! When the program runs, 
check the computer's answer. 

For you to do 
Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems: 

1 Use the computer to work out the average 
height of 12 people. 

2 A disc jockey in a local radio station often 
plays several short jingles one after the 
other, to fill up time . The DJ needs to work 
out how long this will take. 

Use the computer to calculate the total 
time it takes to play the jingles. The 
computer should print the answer twice; 
first in seconds , then in minutes . 

3 A store assistant in a dairy looks after 
crates of eggs. Every morning she starts 
with 250 crates. She sells some of these to 
12 milkmen who load their floats at the dairy. 

Use the computer to print the number of 
crates left in the s tore as each milkman 
buys some eggs . 

• To prepare the computer for a new program: 
type NEW Im.lim§. 

• 5/01'1 your program with comment 
statements : 
10 /I the name of the p r og r am 
20 /I the author 's name 
30 /I the date when; twas wr; t ten 
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THE ICE CREAM PARLOUR 

Mike runs an ice cream parlour. In it , he sells 
vani lla, raspberry and chocolate flavoured cones. 
The cones cost him 6p each to make. Here are 
the amounts people have to pay for them: 

Ice cream cones price list 

Flavour 

vanilla 
raspberry 
chocolate 

Cost 

20p 
25p 
30p 

Working out the profit 

At the end of each day, Mike needs to know how 
much profit he has made . He must work out the 
total amount paid for all the cones , then take 
away the total cost of making them. For example: 

Total amount paid for cones 
Total cost of making cones 

Profi t 

£72.50 
-£18".00 
-----------

£54.50 

• To prepare the computer for a new program: 
type NEW ."iiiB!§' 

In your programs, number the lines like this : 

10 to 99 comment statements 
100 to 998 main program 
999 END 
1000 to 6999 procedures you type in 

yourself 
7000 to 29999 leave free for any 

ready-made demons 
30000 to 32767 information stored in 

DATA statements 
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2 Planning the program 

Here are Mike 's sales figu res fo r one day last 
June : 

Flavour 

vani lla 
raspberry 
chocolate 

Numbe r sold 

100 
150 
50 

You can use these numbers in a program 
which works out Mike's profit for the day. 
Here is one way of tackling the problem: 

find the number of cones of each fla vour sold 

work out how much the customers paid 

work out how much the cones cost to make 

calculate Mike's profit 

I-Ie re's the structure diagram: 

I Working out I 
the profit 

I I 
find number work out 
of cones of total 
each flavour amount 
sold paid by 

customers 

• To list the main program : 
type LIS T , 9 9 9 .a:iiimO' 

I 
work out 
cost of 
making 
cones 

I 
calculate 
profit 

• To list any procedures you typed in yourself: 
type LI ST 1000,6999';\31119,. 

• To clear the screen: type C LS ,",11m§' 
• To delete a line from your program: type the 

line number and press 'Wiiim,. 



3 Writing the program 

Don't use any demons. Just type this program in . 

10 1/ Wor k ing out t h e profi t 
20 1/ by Mike 
30 /I 6 June 1988 

100 MODE := 6 
110 how _many _cone s 
120 how _mu c h_pa i d 
130 cosLto_make 
140 cal c ulate_pr o fit 
9 99 END 

1000 PROC how_man y_c ones 
1010 PRINT "Type the number o f" 
1020 PRINT "vani l l a , rasp and cho c" 
1030 PRINT"fla v oured cones s o l d" 
1040 INPUT v an , ra s, cho c 
1050 END PROC how_man y_c ones 

1100 PROC how_much _paid 
1110 v a n paid:= v a n * 20 
1120 ra s paid:= ra s* 25 
1130 c hocpaid: = choc * 30 
1140 paid:= vanpaid + raspaid + chocpaid 
1150 EN D PROC how _much _paid 

1200 PROC cos L to_make 
1210 numbers o ld := v an + ras + ch oc 
1220 cost := numbersold * 6 
1230 END PROC cos L to _make 

1300 PROC calcu l ate _pr o fi t 
1310 pro f i t := paid - cost 
1320 pounds: = pr o fi t/ 100 
1330 PRINT 
1340 PRINT "Profi tis £,, ; pound s 
1350 END PROC c al culatLpro fi t 

4 Running the program 

The procedure h 0 IL m any _c 0 n e S asks you to 
type the numbers of vanilla, raspberry and 
chocolate flavoured cones sold. These numbers 
replace the variables van , r a sand c hoc in the 
rest of the program. 

The procedure how _mu c h_pa i d calculates the 
total amount paid for the cones . For each fl avour, 
the number of cones is multiplied by the cost of 
each cone. These amounts are then added to find 
the total amount paid . 

Arithmetic 

The procedure cos L t o_m a k e calculates the 
total cost of making the cones. It multiplies the 
total number of cones sold by the cost of making 
each one . 

The procedure cal c u l ate _p r 0 fit subtracts 
the total cost of making the cones from the total 
amount paid for them. It divides the answer by 
100 to give the profit in pounds. Then it prints 
the result. 

5 Testing the program 

Do a dry run to check that the computer is doing 
the calculations properly. 

Test the program using small numbers of cones 
as we ll as large numbers . 

Make sure the program works properly when no 
cones at all are sold. Check that the program can 
still produces the right answers if some fl avours 
of cones are not sold at all. 

For you to do 
Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems . 

A takeaway shop sells portions of chicken 
and fri ed rice for £2.15 each. 

Make the computer: 
ask how many portions have been sold 
print the total amount of money taken 

2 Five people make corkscrews in a factory. 
They are paid 12p for each corkscrew they 
make . 

Use D A T A statements to hold each 
person's name, and the number of 
corkscrews they make. Then make the 
computer calculate and print their pay. 

3 A 'phone bill is made up of: 
a system charge of £14.00 for being cOlmected 
an apparatus charge of £7 for the telephone 
a uni t charge of 5p for each call made 

Make the computer: 
ask for the number of calls made 
calculate and print the 'phone bill 
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QUIZ PROGRAM 

Here is one type of quiz programme . The host 
puts the questions, and decides whether the 
contestants ' answers are right or wrong. 

Deciding on the answer 

A computer can make decisions using 
IF ... TH EN ... E LS E statements. 

The computer might ask 
Wha t; s the cap; ta L of Scot Land? 

IF. . . . your answer is Ed; nbu rg h 
THE N .. the computer prints Cor r e c t , 
EL S E .. it prints Wrong. 

When the computer checks your answer against 
Ed ; nburgh , it is testing a condition. 

END I F must be used to tell the computer that it 
has finished testing the condition. 

2 Capitals quiz - planning the 
program 

The job of the program is to print the names of 
10 different countries on the screen, one afte r 
another. It must ask for the capital of each. When 
you type in each answer, it must tell you whether 
you are right or wrong. 

The countries and correct answers for capitals 
can be stored as D A T A . 

A RE A D statement can be used to bring data into 
the main program. 

A loop can be used to put each country on the 
screen in tum. 

An IF ... THEN . .. ELSE statement can be 
used to check each answer against the correct 
one and tell you whether you are right or wrong. 
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Here is a program plan: 

do 10 times 
read country and capital 
print question 
fetch answer 
if answer is correct, print Cor r e c t 
else print Wrong 

end loop 

The structure diagram looks like this: 

QUI Z 

( do 10 times 

I 
read print fetch answer 
country, question answer correct? 
capi tal 

YESI NO 

print print 
., correct" "wrong" 

Questions are written in decision boxes. A 
decision box has pointed ends and two exits - one 
for YES and one for NO. 

• To list the main program: 
type LIS T , 999 m:II""" 

• To 115/ the DATA statements: 
type LIS T 30 000 , '9:Wilm§. 

• To clear the screen: type C LS 'P:,ii!;!§. 



3 Writing the program 

Here is the program itself: 

100 MODE := 1 
110 FORturn:=1T010DO 
120 READ count ry$,cap; ta l$ 
130 PR IN T "Type cap; ta l of":country$ 
140 INPUT guess$ 
150 IF guess$ = cap; ta l$ THE N 
160 PR I NT "Correct" 
170 EL SE 
180 PR I NT "Wrong " 
190 ENDIF 
200 NEXT turn 
999 END 

30000 DATA FRANCE, PARIS, SPAIN, MA DR ID 
30010 DATA RUSSIA, MOSCOW, ITALY , ROME 
30020 DATA TURK EY, ANKARA, U.K., LONDON 
30030 DATA GREECE, ATHENS, CUBA, HAVA NA 
3004 0 DATA PERU, LIM A, J APAN , TOKYO 

A FOR ... N EXT statement is used to create the 
loop. 

Inside the loop, REA D is used to fe tch each 
country and its capital , from D A T A statements . 

The I N PUT statement is used to assign your 
answer to the variable 9 u e s s$. The computer 
decides whether the answer was correct or 
wrong, by testing the statement 

guess$ = cap; ta l$ 

It prints Cor r e c t if the statement is 
T RU E, or Wrong if the statement is 
FALSE. 

(Note: When testing whether two values are 
equal, use = by itself, not : = .) 

If you get an 0 u t 0 fda t a message : 

check the D A T A statements for missing words or 
mlssmg commas. 

Try checking the next country and capital after 
the last one the computer used. That is probably 
where the mistake will be found. 

Decis ions 

4 Running the program 

When the program runs, the computer should 
repeatedly print W hat ; s the cap ; tal 0 f 
and the name of a country. It will then wait until a 
name is typed. The name is checked, and 
Corr ect or Wrong will be printed. 

When the computer reads the names of the 
countries, and their capital cities , they are in 
capital letters, so you must type your answers 
using capi tal letters. 

5 Testing the program 

First, check the loop. Run the program and make 
sure that the computer asks the question W hat 
; s the cap; ta l of ... ten times. 

Next, check the IF ... TH E N ..• E L S E by 
making sure the computer prints Cor r e c t and 
W ron 9 at the right times. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve the following 
problems. 

Create a quiz in which you have to tell the 
computer the names of the groups who 
sang vanous songs . 

The computer should ask you about 12 
songs. For each song, the computer should 
print We L L don e I if you type the 
correct group, orNo , that 's not 
r; 9 h t if you type the wrong group. 

2 Robotic Assemblies is a large company 
which uses robots to assemble industrial 
goods. Most of the people who work in the 
factory are paid £4 for each hour they 
work. Supervisors are paid £5 per hour. 

Write a program which will: 

ask for the number of hours a person has 
worked in a week 

ask if the person is a supervisor 
calculate their pay 
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DRIVING A BUS 

This 'superbus' can travel very fast. But it's s till 
not as fast as the bus on the computer screen! 

The bus demon 

In your Graphics and Sound Toolbo x, 
there is a demon called bus ( x, y ) . If thiS demon 
has been loaded, and you type : 

MODE := 1 
bus(O,O) 

a small bus will appear in the top left hand corner 
of the screen . 

x and yare parameters which control the 
position of the bus . In MOD E 1 : 

x can be given values from 0 to 36. The higher 
the number the fu rthe r across the screen the bus 
will be printed. 

y can be given values from 0 to 31. The higher 
the number, the further down the screen the bus 
will be printed. 

You can move the bus by writing a program 
which makes the value of x change, by one each 
time, from 0 to 36. 

The bus itself takes up four character spaces on 
the screen. A blank character is printed at the 
front of the bus , and another at the back. These 
blanks act as erasers. They print over any 'old ' 
images left on the screen when the bus moves. 

r-- - -T---'I ' 00 ' 0 ' , 
: bl k I bl k : 1 character 
I an I an I space 
I ' , , 
L___ _....I... _L ___ J 

I-- 4 character spaces - I 

2 Moving the bus - planning 
the program 

To make the bus move , you need a program with 
a loop in it, so that the bus is printed on the 
screen over and over aga in very quickly. If each 
position is a little diffe rent from the one before, 
you see the bus moving. The effect is called 
animation. It's used in cartoons on TV. 

Here is a possible program plan: 

turn to MODE 

do 37 times 
print bus 

end loop 

The structure diagram would look like this: 

A FOR . • N EXT loop is useful for this program 
because its control variable can do two jobs at 
once. It can count the number of times the 
computer goes round the loop. And it can also 
control the position of the bus by giving the 
parameter x its value. 

• To exit from a program while it is rUlUling: 
press 'ii'iUM 

• To list the main program: type LI ST,999 

135111301 

• To clear the screen: type C L S ,*,.1130' 
• To delete a line from your program: type the 

line number and press 'p,ilm§, 



3 Writing the program 

First , load the bus demon from your 
Graphi cs and Sound Too Lbox. Do this by 
selecting the bus and car demons from the 
menu . Select the hide and show cursor , 
and the pau s e demons as well . You may want to 
use these later. 

Start off with some comment s tatements . Then, 
type in the main program: 

100 MODE := 1 
110 FOR ac r oss: = 0 TO 36 DO 
120 bus(across ,20) 
130 NEXT across 
999 END 

In the FOR ... N EX T loop, a c r 0 s s is the 
control variable . As the loop is repeated, 
across takes the values 0, 1, 2 . .... 36, one 
after the other. 

The value of a c r 0 s s is also used to position the 
bus across the screen. The bus is printed in 
position (0,20), then (1,20), then (2,20) , then 
(3,20) .. .... and so on. 

The bus finally stops at (36,20), because the loop 
is carried out for the last time when a c r 0 s s is 
36. 

When you are using the control variable to do a 
job like this , it is very important that you do not 
alter its value . Otherwise the computer will not 
be able to keep proper count as it goes round the 
loop, and might go round the wrong number of 
times. 

bus ( x, y) draws a bus x character spaces 
across the screen and y characte r spaces down. 

car(x ,y) and para(x.y) are similar to 
bus(x ,y) 

hid e_c u r s 0 r makes the cursor invisible . 
Use hide _cursor after a MODE command. 

s how _ cur s 0 r makes the cursor visible again. 

Using a loop control variable 

4 Running the program 

The bus should move quickly across the screen, 
from left to right . 

As is usual when printing shapes quickly, the 
cursor may fla sh from time to time. If you find 
this annoying, use hid e_c u r so r immediately 
after turning to mode 1; and show _cursor at 
the end of the program. 

5 Testing the program 

It is important to check that the bus is printed in 
each position. To do this you need to slow the 
bus down , and make the computer print the value 
of the control variable each time round the loop. 
You could add these lines to your program : 

122 PRINT TAB( O,O): across 
123 pause(1) 

Line 1 23 makes the computer pause so that you 
can see the bus and read its position each time 
round the loop. 

When you are satisfied that the bus is being 
printed prope rly, you can remove these lines. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to do the following 
jobs below. They all use demons in your 
Graphi cs and Sounds TooLbox . The 
demons are loaded by selecting these options 
on the menu : 

bus and car parachutist 

car ( x, y) prints a car which is 4 
characters wide and one characte r high. 
Make the computer move this car across 
the top line of the screen, from left to right. 

2 par a ( x, y) prints a parachutist who is 1 
character wide and 4 characters high. Make 
the computer move this parachuti st down 
the middle of the screen from top to bottom. 

3 Make the computer move a car and a bus 
across the screen at the same time. 
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PASSWORDS 

Cash dispensers are useful machines. To obtain 
cash, firs t you put your bank card in a slot. Then 
the machine asks you for your Personal Identity 
Number (or PI N for short). If you type the 
correct number, the machine will let you 
withdraw cash. It's a good system because , 
without the secret number, no one else can use 
your card. 

REP EAT ••• UN TIL loops 

When you put a card in a cash dispenser , the 
dispenser works through a set of instructions like 
this: 

REPEAT 
ask for the Personal Identity Number 

UN TIL the correct number is typed 

REPEAT and UNTIL are COMAL keywords. In 
a program, you can use them to create loops . 
The computer will go on repeating the loop until a 
certain condition is t rue . 

For example: 
you want a message to appear on the screen, but 
only when the correct password , MAYFLY, is 
typed in. The computer needs to follow 
instructions like this: 

REPEAT 
ask for a word 

UN TI L the word is MA YFL Y 
then print message 

The condition in this case is that the word is 
MA YFLY. Once the condition is true, the 
computer s tops repeating the loop and the 
message is printed . 
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2 Asking for a password -
planning the program 

The job of the program is to repeatedly ask for a 
password until the correct one is typed. Then a 
message must be printed. 

Here is one possible plan: 

get ready 

repeat 
ask for password 

until MA YFL Y is typed 

print a message 

The s tructure diagram would look like this : 

I password 

I 
1 1 1 

get REPEAT print 
ready UNTIL message 

MAYFLY is typed 

I 
1 1 

clear ask for 
the the 
screen password 

In the structure diagram : 

You can only start a box when the box on its left 
has been completed. 

A box isn' t comple ted until its lower branches 
have all been completed. 

• To delete a line from your program: type the 
line number and press ';I:""3§' 

• To change a line : type the line number and the 
new sta tement. Then press 'P,iilijOi 



3 Writing the program 

Add a few comment s tatements at the start. 
Then type in the rest of the program: 

100 MODE := 1 
110 REPEAT 
120 CLS 
130 PRINT "PLea se ty pe password " 
140 INPUT password$ 
150 UN TIL password$ = "MAYFLY" 
160 PRINT "You ha ve cLea rance" 
999 END 

At line 1 4 0 , the 1V0rd you type in is assigned to 
the variable pa s swo rd$ . 

The loop starts at line 1 10 . 
It begins with a REPEAT statement. 
It ends with UN TIL and a condition. 
The condition in this program is 

password$ = "MAYFLY" 

Every time the computer reaches the end of the 
REP EAT ... UN TIL loop, it tests the condition. 
If the condition is false, the computer goes back 
to the beginning of the loop, so the instructions in 
the loop will be repeated until you type in 
MAYFLY . 

4 Running the program 

Once the computer has begun the loop, it will 
repeat the instructions inside the loop until the 
statement 

passwo rd$ = "MAYFLY " 

is true . 

Only then will the rest of the program be carried 
out. 

• To list the main program: type LI ST. 9 9 9 

'P:d'JUij' 
• To clear the screen: type C LS ';Uiilm" 

REPEAT ... UN.T I L 

5 Testing the program 

Trace the path through the program. The 
instructions in the REP EAT ... UN TI L loop 
should be carried out at least once . 

Test the condition after UN TIL, by typing the 
wrong password. The computer should repeat 
the instructions in the loop. Then it should clear 
the screen and ask for the password again. 

Try typing Ma y f Ly or ma yf Ly. These are 
nearly correct. But they aren't exactly right. So 
the computer should carryon repeating the loop. 

Then type in MAY FLY . The computer should 
stop repeating the loop and go on to the rest of 
the program. 

Check that the program prints the correct 
message. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems : 

Repeatedly ask for a password , until your 
first name is typed , then print a message. 

2 Repeatedly ask for a code number , until 
1476 is entered, then make a sound. 

(You may find the procedure 
not e ( pit c h) useful. T his procedure is 
in the Graphi cs and Sound 
TooL kit .) 

3 Repeatedly ask for a code number, until 
the number 67 is typed. Then make a car 
move across the screen. 

(You may find the procedure car ( x. y ) 
useful. This procedure is in the 
Graphi cs and Sound Too Lki t .) 

4 Rewrite the quiz program on page 43 so 
that aR E PEA T ..• UN TI L loop is 
included. The computer should repeatedly 
ask for each capital until the correct answer 
IS given. 
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HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

The picture shows a cJassful of people. But who 
is the tallest, and who is the shortest? Type their 
heights on the keyboard and the computer can 
work it out for you. 

Making space for a list 

Whenever the computer has to deal with a list of 
words or numbers, you have to tell it to reserve 
space in its memory. 

Do this at the start of the program, by using the 
keyword DIM. Follow this with the name of the 
list and the maximum size of the list. 
For example : 

DIM he;ghts(30) 

tells the computer to reserve space for a list 
~a lled he; 9 h t s, with up to 30 numbers in it. 

2 Finding the highest and 
lowest 

There are two ready-made demons for this : 

m a x ( nos ( ) ,q t Y ) finds the highest number in 
a list 

m; n (no s ( ) ,q t y ) finds the lowest number in 
a list 

Each demon uses two parameters: the name of 
the list , and the number of items in the list. Each 
demon is a function because it works out a 
result for you. For example 

m;n(he;ghts().30) 

wi ll look for a list called he; 9 h t s with 30 
numbers in it, and find the smallest number. 
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3 Tallest and shortest 
planning the program 

[n a lis t of heights, the tallest person has the 
maximum (highest) height. The shortest person 
has the minimum (lowest) height. 

Here 's one way to find the highest and lowes t 
heights in a list: 

reserve space for the list 

put heights into the list 

find and print the maximum height 

find and print the minimum height 

Here's the structure diagram : 

Maximum 
and minimum 
heights 

I I I I 
reserve put find and find and 
space heights print print 
for list into the maximum minimum 

list height height 

EI:IIii IlmD3 loads the demons menu. 

1m lists your program. 

1m lists the names of the ready-made demons. 
There isn't space on the screen for the full list. 
Press EI:IIii to see more of it. 

• To clear the screen: press C L S ,«,lim@' 
• To delete a line from your program: type the 

line number and press 'Y."ii*§' 
• To chal1ge a line : type the line number and the 

new line. Then press Mill12§1 



4 Writing the program 

Firs t , load the m a x and min demons from your 
disc. You will find them in Words and 
Numbe rs - Le v e L 2 . 

Start your program with a few comment 
statements. Then type in the rest of the 
program: 

100 DIM heights(30) 
110 MODE: = 6 
120 take _in_number s (height s () ,30) 
130 PRINT "The ta L Lest measures "; 
140 PRINT max(heights() ,30) ;" cm" 
150 PRINT "The s hortest me a sures "; 
160 PRINT mi n(h e ightsO, 30) ;" cm" 
999 END 

DIM he i 9 h t s (30) makes the computer 
reserve space fo r a list of up to 30 heights. 

ta ke_ i n_numbe r s wi ll ask for each number in 
the list, and store it. 

This demon takes two parameters; the name of 
the list and the number of items in the list. 

The functions m a x and min are used to fi nd the 
maximum and minimum heights. The bracke ts 
are put after he i 9 h t s , like this : 

hei g htsO 

to tell the computer that he i 9 h t s is a list. 

DIM s i z e ( 10) makes the computer reserve 
space in its memory for a list called s i z e with 
up to 10 numbers in it. 

Once space has been reserved in the memory, 
these demons can be used: 

take_ in_number s ( s i ze () ,1 0) asks for 10 
numbers and stores them in the list called s i z e . 

m a x ( s i z e ( ) , 1 0) finds the largest of the first 
10 numbers in the list called s i z e . 

min ( s i z e ( ) , 1 0) finds the smallest of the first 
10 numbers in the list called s i z e. 

5 Running the program 

First , the computer reserves space for a list 
called he i 9 h t s . Then, it takes in numbers from 
the keyboard and stores them in the list. 

When the computer is told to 

PRINT ma x (heightsO ,30) 

m a x ( he i 9 h t s ( ) ,30) is replaced by the 
highest number in the list of heights. 

When the computer is told to 

PRINT min(heightsO,30) 

min ( he i 9 h t s ( ) ,30) is replaced by the 
lowest number in the list of he ights. 

6 Testing the program 

Check that the computer correctly finds the 
maximwn and minimum heights. If you don't 
agree with the computer, make it print the full list 
of heights. Then check for typing errors . You can 
use the demon: 

dis p La y _n u m b e r s ( he i 9 h t s ( ) ,30) 

fo r tlus job. l ust type in its name when the 
program has fini shed running. The demon is 
being used in immediate mode, so it doesn' t need 
a line number. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems : 

Use the program on this page to work out 
the maximum and minimum heights in any 
group. Remember to change the program 
to suit the number of people on your list. 

2 Put the ages (in months) of the people in 
your class into a list. Then find the ages of 
the youngest and oldest people . 

3 Measure the hand span of each of your 
friends . Then use the computer to fin d the 
widest and narrowest spans. 
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Summary of Part 2 

If you have completed all the work so far, Covered 
you should know how to : ill sectioll: 

use differe nt modes to display information in diffe re nt styles 2. 1 

make yow· programs change the colours used on the screen 2.2 

pass a parameter which is a string 2.2 

use , ; and TAB to position printed messages on the screen 2.3 

pass several parameter s to a procedure 2.4 

use a function 2.5 

store information in a program, us ing READ and DATA statements 2.6 

make the computer do simple arithmetic 2.7 and 2.8 

use an IF ... TH EN ... E LS E statement to make a decision 2.9 

use a decision box in a structure diagram 

use a loop control variable 

use a RE PE A T . . . UN TIL loop 

set aside space for a list , using DIM 

Useful line numbers 

2 .9 

2.10 

2.11 

2.12 

You should be able to use these line numbers in your programs correctly: 

10 to 99 comment statements 
100t0998 malO program 
999 END 
1000 to 6999 procedures you type in yourself 
700 0 to 29999 leave free for any ready-made demons 
300 00 to 32767 information stored in D A T A statements 

t:l§~[;l 111 
You should be able to use these keys for loading and listing: 

mIlDmlIm loads the demons menu from disc . Select the set of demons 
you want by typing a number from the menu and pressing 1;!'ilm§l. 
If you select Too l box from the main menu, the Toolbox menu should 
appear. 
Load the demons you want by selecting their numbers on the Toolbox 
menu. 
Choose a when you have finished your selection. 
1m lists the main program (lines with numbers up to 9 99). 

IB lists any procedures you typed yourself. 

III lists the names of all the demons loaded from disc. 

III takes you back to the menu, if the demons disc is in the drive. 
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FOR COMAL ENTHUSIASTS 

You can make a bird appear to fly by printing these shapes, in the I'ight 
order, in unit 3.5. 



MAKING A 'PHONE BOOK 
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Here are just a few of the 200 000 or so entries 
in a typical 'phone book. In fact, there are two 
connected lists in the book: names with 
addresses , and telephone numbers . 

Sorting connected lists 

You can use the computer to make a personal 
'phone book. You type in a list like this: 

HUGHES 
DAVIES 
PATEL 
SPYROS 
CARR 

835256 
924127 
732994 
655428 
538962 

The computer can sort the names into 
alphabetical order. Then it can rearrange the 
'phone numbers so that they reappear opposite 
the correct names like this: 

CARR 
DAVIES 
HUGHES 
PATE L 
SPYROS 

538962 
924127 
835256 
732994 
655428 

There are some useful demons for handling 
connected lists . Here are their names: 

di splay_words _and numbers 

The name of each demon must be followed by 
three parameters . The HELP box tells you 
more. 
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2 Making a 'phone book -
planning the program 

The computer can be used to store lists of names 
and 'phone numbers . Pairs of names and numbers 
can be typed, in any order, and the computer can 
quickly put them in order. 

Here's how to create lists of names and 
telephone numbers : 

reserve space for two lis ts 

put names and numbers in the lists 

sort both lists, in order of names 

print the lists 

The structure diagram looks like this : 

I 'Phone book I 

I 
I I I 

reserve put names sort both 
space for and lists in 
two lists numbers order of 

in the lists names 

I 
print 
lists 

DIM names$(5) , numbe r s(5) makes the 
computer reserve space for tlVO lists: 

• a list called n a m e$ , holding 
up to 5 words (the '$' te lls the computer to 
expect words and not numbers) . 

• a list called n u m b e r s, holding up to 5 
numbers, 

Once space has been reserved in the memory, 
the demons on the right can be used. Each 
demon uses tlu'ee parameters: 

the name of the list of words, 
the name of the list of numbers, 
the number of pairs of words and numbers . 



Passing parameters by reference 

3 Writing the program 

Start with 5 names and 'phone numbers only. First, load the 
demons in War d san d N u m b e r S - LeveL 2. Then type in the 
program, adding a few comment statements at the start. 

100 DIM name s$(S) ,numbers(S) 
110 MODE := 6 
120 ta ke _ i n_words _and _numbe rs (names$() ,numbe rs () ,5) 
130 so r L word s _a nd _numbers(names$() , nu mber s(),S) 
140 C LS 
150 PRINT "Nam es and number s" 
160 PRINT 
170 dispLay_wo rd s _a nd _numbers(names$() ,n umb ers(),S) 
999 END 

4 Running the program 

The DIM statement reserves space for up to 5 
names and 5 'phone numbers. 

5 Testing the program 

First , write down the lists of names and 
telephone numbers which you will use. 

Run the program , and type the same names and 
telephone numbers as are on your list . 

ta ke _in_words _and _numbers, at line 120 , 
asks for 5 pairs of words and numbers. You type 
in 5 names and 'phone numbers. The computer 
puts them in two lists, called n a m e s$ and 
n umber s. 

You won't see anything on the screen while 
the lists are being sorted , but the demon 
di sp Lay _words _and _n um6e r s prints 
the names and numbers opposite each other. 

Rearrange the lists you wrote down without using 
the computer. Compare the result with the lists 
that the computer prints. If there is a difference, 
eithe r you or the computer hasn't done the job 
properly! 

t a ke _ i n_wo rds _a nd _numb e r s (name s$ ( ) , 
numbe r s () ,5) will ask for 5 pairs of words and 
numbers. It will put the words in a list called 
n a m e$, and the numbers in a list called 
number s. 

so r t _wo rd s _and _numbe r s (names$() , 
numbe r s (), 5) will put the first 5 words in 
name$ in alphabetical order. T hen it will 
rearrange the list of numbers so that they are in 
the same order as the words. 

dispLay_words _a nd _numbe r s(names$(), 
n u m b e r S ( ) ,5) will print the first 5 words and 
numbers fro m n a m e$ and n u m b e r$. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems : 

Alter the 'phone book program so that it 
does the same job for 12 names and 
telephone numbers. 

2 Write down the names and heights of 10 
people you know. Then use the computer 
to print lists of names and heights, in 
alphabetical orde r of their names . 

3 Choose 15 people and find out how long 
each took to travel to school this morning. 
Use the computer to print a table of 
results, with the names in alphabetical 
orde r. 
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USING THE 'PHONE BOOK 

Dial 192 for Directory Enquiries and within 
seconds they can find you any 'phone number in 
the country. I t happens very quickly because a 
computer does the searching. 

Searching lists 

The computer 'phone book on page 52 stores two 
lists - a lis t of names, and a lis t of numbers in the 
same order: 

HUGHES 
DAVIES 
PATEL 
SPYROS 
CARR 

835256 
924127 
732994 
655428 
538962 

To find the telephone number of PAT E L 

go down the list of names until it finds the 
name PAT EL 
count how many places down the list the name 
is (3 ) 
go down the lis t of numbers to the same 
position (3) 
read off the number (732994 ) 

You can use the ready-made demon: 

search_far _word 

to find the position of a name in a list. This 
demon will search for a list , find a particular 
word , then give you the position of the word 
down the list (3, in the case of PA TE L). 

This demon is a function because it works out a 
result for you (a number) . It uses three 
parameters. See the HELP box for details. 
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2 Finding a 'phone number -
planning the program 

The plan below is for a program which asks for 
names and 'phone numbers, stores them in the 
computer, and finds the 'phone number of any 
name you choose. 

The REP EAT • •• UN TI L loop means that you 
can find several numbers , one after another. 

get ready 

store the names and numbers in two lists 

REPEAT 
ask for a name 
find position of name in list of names 
print 'phone number stored in same 

position in list of numbers 

UNT I L the word NOBODY is typed 

Here 's the structure diagram: 

I Finding a I 
'phone number 

I 
I 

get store names REPEAT UNTIL 
ready and numbers 'NOBODY' is typed 

in two lists 

I 
ask find position print number 
for a of name stored in same 
name in list position in 

numbers list 

s earch_for _word(names$() , person$,5) 
will look for a list called n a m e$ with 5 words on 
it, look down the list for the word which 
pe r so n$ stands for PA TEL , for example) and 
work out the position of this word on the list 
(3 for example) 

P R I NT n a m e s$ (3) will make the computer 
print the 3rd word down in the list called 
names$. 



Using individual members of a list 

3 Writing the program 

First, load the Words and Numbers - Leve L 2 demons. Then 
type in the rest of the program: 

100 DIM names$(S) ,numbers(S) 
110 t a ke _ i n_wo rd s _and _numbe r s (name s$( ) ,numbe r s ( ) .5) 
120 CLS 
130 REPEAT 
140 PRINT "Enter the name "; 
150 INPUT pe r son$ 
160 posi tion = search_for _word(names$().person$,S) 
170 PRIN T names$(position) . numbers(position) 
180 UNTIL person$ = "NOBODY" 
999 END 

4 Running the program 

The DIM statement reserves space for two lists, 
holding up to 5 words and numbers. Then 
take_i n_words _and _numbers fi lls the lists 
with the names and 'phone numbers you type. 

When you want to find a 'phone number, IN PUT 
pe r s on$ lets you put a name into the computer. 
This name then replaces per s 0 n$ in the program. 

sea r c h_ for _wo rd finds the name in the list of 
names. It works out the position of the name, 
(3 for example) . Tlus number then replaces 
po sit ion in the rest of the program. 

The P R I NT statement makes the computer print 
a word and a number. If, say, po 5 i t i on has 
the value 3, the computer will print the 3rd name 
down and the 3rd number down. 

sea r c h_f 0 r _numbe r (numbe r 5 () , phone. 
5) will look for a list called n u m b e r 5 with 5 
items on it , look down the list for the number 
which the variable ph 0 n e stands for and work 
out the position of this number. 

P R I NT n u m b e r 5 ( 3) will make the computer 
print the 3rd number down in the list called 
numbe rs . 

5 Testing the program 

Take a note of the names and numbers before 
you type them in. Ask the computer to find a 
'phone number. Then check that it find s and 
prints the right one . 

Check that the computer goes on finding numbers 
correctly. The loop should continue until you type 
in the word NOBODY . 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems : 

Change the program on this page so that 
the computer: 

stores 10 names and 'phone numbers; 

prints a suitable message if you try to find a 
number which hasn't been s tored. 

2 Use these demons from Word s and 
Numbe rs - Leve L 2: 

take_in_words _and _numbers 
search_for _number 

to help create a program in which the 
computer asks for a phone number, then 
prints the name of the pe rson with that 
number. 
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Celtic 
Rangers 
Aberdeen 
Dundee Utd 
Hearts 
Dundee 
St Mirren 
Hibernian 
Motherwell 
Falkirk 
Clydebank 
Hamilton 

GOAL! 

This is how twelve Premier Division teams stood 
in the points order one weekend in February 
1987. 

The computer can sort these teams into 
alphabetical order. But first you have to reserve 
space for a lis t in the memory. And then the list 
ha s to be fill ed .. 

Reserving space 
DIM teams$( 1 2) 

tells the computer to reserve space for a list 
called tea m$ which can hold lip to 12 words . 
In this list , 

t eam$( 1) s tands for the 1st word 

tea m$ ( 2 ) stands for the 2nd word 

tea m$ ( 3 ) stands for the 3rd word 
and so on, up to 

tea m$ ( 1 2) which stands for the 12th word 

2 Filling the list 
To fill a list, each item in it has to be given a 
value. For example 

team$(3) := "Aberdeen" 

makes the 3rd word in the list Abe r dee n. And 
so on. 

To the computer, names like Dundee utd cOllnt 
as s ingle words . 
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3 Ordering the teams -
planning the program 

Here 's how to put 12 teams in a list, sort them 
into alphabe tical order, then print them out. 

reserve space for the li st 

put the names in the li st 

sort the list 

print the list 

Here 's the structure diagram: 

Ordered 
list of 
teams 

I 

I I I 
reserve put sort 
space names list 
for list in list 

EmID IlIl11.i13 loads the demons menu. 

1m lis ts your program. 

I 
print 
list 

1m lists the names of the ready-made demons 
you can use . There isn't room on the screen 
for the full list. Press EmID to see more. 

• To delete a line : 
type the line number and press '*.,lImm' 

New demon 

sorLwords(team$() , 12) 

will search for a list called tea m$ with 12 
items in it. Then it will sort the list so that all 
the items are in alphabetical orde r. 

Each item, tea m$ ( 1 ) , tea m$ ( 2 ) , 
tea m$ ( 3) .. and so on, will therefore be 
given a new value. 



4 Writing the program 

Firs t, load the Words and Numbers -
le vel 2 demons. Then type in the rest of the 
program: 

100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
999 

30000 
30010 
30020 
30030 
30040 

MODE := 6 
DIM team$( 12) 
FOR position: = 1 TO 12 DO 

READ team$(position) 
NEXT pos; t i on 
so r L w 0 r d s ( tea m$ ( ) . 1 2 ) 
FORposit ion: = 1 TO 12 DO 

PRINT team$ (po si tion) 
NEXT posi t i on 
END 
DATA "Ce L ti c'·. "Ran gers". "Aberdeen" 
DATA "Dundee Utd ". "Hea r t s". "Dun dee" 
DATA "St Mi rren", "Hibernian" 
DATA "Motherwe L L". "Fa Lki r k" 
DATA "C Lydebank". "Hami L ton" 

The DIM statement reserves space for the list. 

The FOR ... N EXT loop REA Ds the names from 
D A T A and puts them in the list. As the control 
variable pas it i on changes its value to 1, 2, 3 
and so on, the list is fill ed with the different 
names from DATA : 

tea m$ ( 1) =" eel tic ,. 
team$(2) = "Rangers " 
team$( 3) = "Abe rdeen" 
... and so on 

sorLwords is a demon which sorts the list, in 
alphabetical order. See the HELP box for details . 

When the list is in alphabetical order, another 
FOR ... N E Xl loop is used to print it. As the 
control variable pos it i on changes its value to 
1,2,3 and so on, the different items on the list 
are printed. For example: 

when po sit ion = 3, the computer obeys the 
instruction 

PRINT team$( 3) 

It prints the word C l yd e ban k, because 'this is 
the 3rd item down in the new alphabetical list 
created by the demon so r t _w 0 r d s. 

I Creating a list 

5 Running the program 

The program doesn't print anything while it is 
filling and sorting the list. Unless you have added 
a title or some instructions , the only information 
to appear on the screen will be the names of the 
teams, in alphabetica l order. The names of the 
teams should each be printed at the start of a 
new line . That's because there is no comma or 
semicolon at the e nd of the P R I NT statement in 
line 170. 

6 Testing the program 

Keep a written lis t of the names you type in the 
D A T A statements. 

You can check the list the computer stores. by 
adding this line to your program : 

1 45 dis p lay _w 0 r d s ( tea m$ ( ) , 1 2 ) 

This wi ll make the compute r display the original 
lis t of teams. You can remove the line later. 

Put the teams in alphabetical order without using 
the compute r. Then check that the computer 
sorts and prints the names in the correct order. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to make the computer 
do the following: 

create a list of 10 names of pop groups 
print the lis t 

2 create a list of 10 record titles 
print the list 
sort the list 
print the titles in alphabetical order 

3 create a list of groups and a list of record 
titles 
print both lists, side by side 
ask for the name of a group 
fmd the position of the group in the list 
print the title of their record 

(Do this without using demons, if you can.) 
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KEEP IT SECRET 

CDGTFGGP 
EGNVKE 
j GCTVU 
HCNMKTM 
j COKNVQP 
FWPFGG 
TCPIGTU 
OQVj GTYGNN 
jKDGTPKCP 

9 • 
This list is in code. But what are the words? 
Work through the next two pages and you should 
be able to solve the mystery. 

Putting information into code is one way of 
stopping unauthorised people from reading it . 
The computer can do this job because it already 
uses one code itself. 

The ASCII Code 

Inside the computer, the letters and numbers you 
type at the keyboard are often stored using 
ASC lI code numbers. ASC II s tands for American 
Standard Code for Information Interchange. 

You can find the ASC II code number of any of the 
symbols on the keyboard by using the built-in 
COMA L function 0 RD . For example , if you give 
the compute r this command: 

PRINT ORD ( " A" ) 

the compute r will print the number 65. 65 is the 
ASCII code number for A. 

Try the command on other letters of the alphabet 
to find out their ASCII code numbers. 

2 Letters from code numbers 

The built-in COMAL function C H R$ does the 
opposite job to 0 RD. It finds the letter or symbol 
given by any ASClI code number. For example, if 
you give the computer this command: 

PRINT CHR$(6S) 

The computer will print the letter A, because 65 
is the ASC II code number for A. 
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3 Coding a word - planning 
the program 

To change a whole word into a coded word, you 
could make the computer: 

take each letter in tum 
use 0 R D to find its ASCII code number 
add a number (say 4) to the ASCII code number 
use C H R$ to tum this new number back into a 
letter 

Here is a program plan for putting a whole word 
into code and printing the result: 

get ready 

ask for a word 

find its length 

for each letter - - - - - - -
find first letter in word 
work out code letter 
print code letter 
remove first letter from word 

end loop - - - - - - - - -

The structure diagram looks like this: 

Coding 
a word 

I 1 
get ask find 
ready for a length 

word of word 

I I I 
find work out print 
first code letter code 
letter letter 

If 11$= " G LA S G 0 \01 " 

loop 

do for 
each letter 

remove 
first letter 
of word 

aLL _b u t _ fir s L Le t t e r ( 11$) removes the 
first letter from the word which 11$ stands for. 
Result: LASGO\ol 



4 Writing the program 

First, load the Words and Numbers 
LeveL 2 demons. Then type in the main 
program: 

100 MOOE: = 6 
110 PRINT "PLease type you r .,ord": 
120INPUT.,$ 
130 PRINT "The coded .,ord is'· ; 
140 Length: = LEN (.,$) 
150 FOR Letter := 1 TO Length DO 
160 fi rst$: = fi rs L Letter$(.,$) 
170 number := ORO (fi rst$) 
180 ne.,number: = number + 4 
190 ne.,Letter$: = CHR$ (ne.,number) 
200 PR I NT ne., Letter$; 
210 .,$: = aLL _buLfi rs LLe tter$(.,$) 
220 NEXT Letter 
999 END 

I N PUT takes your word from the keyboard and 
assigns it to the variable .,$. There is a $ at the 
end of thi s variable name because it s tands for a 
word. 

LEN is a built-in COMAL function. It finds the 
number of letters in your word . 

The FOR . . . N EXT loop goes round once for 
each letter in your word. 

The demon fir s L Let t e r$ finds the firs t 
letter of your word. 

ORO finds the ASCII code number of this letter. 
The program adds 4 to this number. Then C H R$ 
turns the new number back into a different letter . 

The demon aLL _b u L fir s L Let t e r$ 
removes the first letter from your word before 
the loop is repeated. Now the compute r gets to 
work on the next letter. .. and so on, until the 
whole word has been coded. 

LEN ( .,$) finds the number of letters in the word 
which .,$ stands for. Result: 7 

fir s L Let t e r$ (.,$) finds the first letter of 
the word which .,$ stands for. Result: G 

CHR$, ORO 

5 Running the program 

Type a word or phrase when the compute r tells 
you to. The computer will then print the coded 
letters, one by one . 

While it was coding the message, the computer 
should have removed all the lette rs in the word 
or phrase you typed. By the end of the program, 
.,$ should have no letters left in it at all. 
Make sure this has happened , by asking the 
computer to: PRINT .,$ 

6 Testing the program 

A good way to test this program is to carry out a 
dry run. A table of ASCII code numbers is usefu l. 
You should find one in your computer manual. 

When you have catTied out the dry run , run the 
program and ente r the word to be coded. 
Carefully compare your answer with the 
computer's result. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems: 

Decode a word, by changing the program 
above so that 4 is subtracted from the 
ASCII code number of every letter. 

2 Change a word typed in capitals, into the 
same word typed in lower case (small) 
letters. You can do this by adding 32 to the 
ASCII code number of every capital letter. 

3 Print the ASCII code of every capital 
letter. 

4 Decode this message: aovv Nyx06 

5 Solve the mystery of the list at the top of 
the opposite page. 

Clues: the words are all in the same code, 
the code is similar to the one used on this 
page, but the number added to each 
ASCII code number is not 4. 
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FL YING 

This humming bird moves its wings so fa st, you 
can't see them, unless you take a photograph. 
The bird on your demons disc is s lower. But it 
can Bap its wings and fly - provided you give it 
the right instructions. 

Flapping 
b i r d is a demon which draws a bird on the 
screen. The bird's wings may be drawn in 5 
different ways . These are states 1, 2, 3, 4 
and 5: 

state state state state state 
1 2 3 4 5 

bi rd (10 ,15 ,1) will draw the bird 10 printing 
positions across, 15 printing positions down, with 
its wings in s tate l. 

bi rd(10 ,15,Z) will draw the bird in the same 
position, but with its wings in state 2. 

The bird wi ll appear to flap its wings once , if it is 
drawn in the same position on the screen five 
times - but in a different state each time. This can 
be done using a loop. 

2 Flying 
The bird will appear to fly if it makes lots of 
wilole flaps (say 50 or so) . This can be done using 
another loop. 

The loop for Bying must have the loop for flapping 
inside it. Writing one loop inside another like this 
is called nes ting. 
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3 A bird flying - planning the 
program 

Here's one way to make the bird fly: 

get ready 

do 50 times 

do 5 times 
draw bird 

end loop 

end loop 

f ".~~"" } ~flYing I 
~ loop 

~ 

The structure diagram looks like this : 

do 50 times 

draw 
bird 

To load demons from the toolbox: 

Use rmIDllID to load the demons menu , then 
choose the toolbox . 

Load the demons you want by selecting their 
numbers on the menu. 

Choose option 0 when you have fini shed your 
selection. 

Remember to load all the demons you need 
before typing in your program. 



4 Writing the program 

First , load the bird demon from your 
Gr ap hi cs and Sound Too Lbox. Do this by 
selecting the b i r d option on the main menu. 
Select these options as well: 

hi de and show cursor 
pau se 

You may want to use them later. 

Start your program with a few comment 
statements. Then type in the main program: 

100 MODE :; 2 
11 0 FORfLap: ; 1T050DO 
120 FORstate :; 1T05DO 
130 bird(10.10 ,s tate) 
140 NE XT st ate 
150 NEXT fLap 
999 END 

In the inner loop, the control variable s tat e 
selects the way in which the bird is drawn. Tlus 
loop is completely contained inside the flying loop. 

5 Running the program 

The mode used will affect the size of the bird, 
and its position on the screen. 

When the bird is drawn, the cursor may flash 
occasionally. If this is annoying, use the demon 
hid e_c u r S a r at the beginning of the program, 
after the MODE statement. Then use 
show_cursor at the end. 

spa c e s hip ( 1 0 , 1 5,1 ) draws a small spaceship 
10 printing positions across the screen, 
15 printing positions down the screen. To point in 
different directions : use 2, 3 , 4 or 5 instead of l. 

horse (10 ,15 ,1) draws a horse with rider 10 
printing positions across the screen, 15 printing 
positions down the screen. For different leg 
angles, use 2 instead of l. To 'rub out' the 
drawing, use 3 ins tead of l. 

Nested loops 

6 Testing the program 

To see if the bird flaps, you need to slow the 
action down. Add this line to your program: 
135 pause (1) 

This makes the computer pause fo r 1 second 
after drawing the bird. Check that the wings are 
drawn in 5 positions during each flap. Then check 
that there are 50 complete flaps. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve the problems 
below. All the demons mentioned are in your 
Graphi cs and Sounds TooLbox . Find 
out how to use them in the HELP box. 

The demon spa c e s hip draws a spaceship 
pointing in five possible directions. 
The spaceslup will rotate once if it is drawn 
in these five directions, one after another. 
Make tile spaoeship spin by rotating 50 times. 

2 The demon rn a n draws a person in thre~ 
possible poses . Make the person take a 
walking step by drawing these three poses 
one after another. 
Make the person walk across the screen by 
letting one of the control variables select 
the position of the drawing on the screen. 

3 Use the demon h a r s e to make a horse 
canter across the screen. 

rna n (10 ,15,1) draws a person 10 printing 
positions across the screen, 15 positions down. 

Instead of I, use 2 or 3 for different poses, or 4 
to 'rub out' the drawing. 

pa use (1 ) makes the computer pause for 
1 second. Higher numbers give a longer pause. 
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CARLA THE COOK 

Carla sells cakes she bakes herself. She stores all 
her recipes in a small computer. 

CASE 
You can use CASE .•• OF WHEN statements to 
make the computer select one part of a program 
and not others . 

Say you wanted to know the ingredients for 
ginger cake. The program could work like this: 

INPUT ca ke$ (Here, you type "' G I NG ER CAKE) 
CASE cake$ OF 

WHEN = "ORA NGE CAK E" 
print ingredients for orange cake 

WHEN = "APP LE CAKE" 
print ingredients for apple cake 

WHEN = "GINGER CAKE" 
print ingredients for ginger cake 

OTHERWISE 
print So r r y, not a v ai l a b l e 

END CASE 

The variable c a k e$ stands for whatever you 
type in. In this case , it 's GINGER CAKE. 

The first W HEN statement doesn't match thi s. 
The second W HEN statement doesn't either. 
So the instructions to print the ingredients for 
orange cake and apple cake are ignored. 

The third W HEN statement does match. So the 
instructions to print the ingredients for ginger 
cake are carried out. 

If none of the W HEN statements matched, the 
o THE R WI S E instructions would be carried out. 
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2 Selecting a cake - planning 

Here is a program plan for making the computer 
select a list of ingredients: 

get ready 

fetch the name of the cake from the 
keyboard 

select and print the list of ingredients 

if none of the selections is chosen, print a 
message 

Here's the structure diagram: 

Selecting a cake I 

get 
ready 

I 
"ORANGE 
CAKE" 

I 
print 
ingredients 
for 
ORANGE 
CAKE 

I 

fetch name 
ofeake 

I 
"APPLE 
CAKE" 

I 
print 
ingrediencs 
for 
APPLE 
CAKE 

.J 
which 
cake? 

I 
I 

"GINGER 
CAKE" 

I 
print 
ingredients 
for 
GINGER 
CAKE 

I 

OTH ER · 
WISE 

I 
print 
Sorry, not 
avai lable 

A selection is shown by using a decision box with 
several exits . 

• If there is a program in the computer 
already , type NEW IUjlll;!@1 before you 
start. 

• Start your program with a few comment 
statements like this: 

1O I/ Cake ingredients 
20 l/ by Carla 

• To list your program: type LI S T 'W1i1l51' 
• To delete a line from your program: type 

the line number and press h!;illO" 



3 Writing the program 

o demons are needed. Just type the program 
straight in: 

100 MODE := 0 
110 PRINT "Type the name of the cake" 
120 INPUT cake$ 
130 PRINT 

1 40 CAS E c a k e$ 0 F 
150 WHEN = "ORANGE CAKE" 
160 PRINT "150g flour , 100g butter" 
170 PRINT "100g sugar , 2 eggs" 
180 PRINT "2 ta blsp. marma lade" 
200 WHEN = "APPLE CAKE" 
210 PRINT "200g flour, 100g butter" 
220 PRINT "100g sugar , 1 egg" 
230 PRINT "4 tablsp. mi lk" 
240 PRINT "200g s l iced app le" 
250 WHEN = "GINGER CAKE" 
260 PRINT"200g flour , 150g butter" 
270 PRINT "100g b row n sugar" 
280 PRINT "2 eggs ,4 tablsp. mi lk" 
290 PRINT "1 teasp. ground ginger" 
300 OTHERWISE 
310 PRINT "Sorry , not avai lable" 
320 END CASE 

330 PRINT "Program o v er" 

999 END 

Each of the W HEN statements is followed by a set 
of PR I NT statements. These contain the 
ingredients in each recipe . 

4 Running the program 

When you type in the name of the cake, this 
replaces c a k e$ in the program. 

CAS E c a k e$ 0 F tells the computer to make a 
selection. It selects whichever W HEN statement 
is followed by the words you typed for c a k e$. 
Then it prints out the correct ingredients . 

if c a k e$ isn't any of these names , the computer 
tells you that the information isn't available. 

Once the selection process is over, the computer 
carries out the statement after END CAS E. 

5 Testing the program 

To test the selection process, you must type the 
name of each cake at least once . Then you must 
type a name which isn't on the list. 

Typing the correct names tests the W HEN 
statements. 

Typing a name which isn' t selected by a VI HEN 
statement tests the 0 THE R VI I S E statement. 
This should make the compute r print the apology. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems : 

I Make the computer ask for the name of a 
food. The computer should print the 
maximum storage time for that food in the 
freezer 

Food Storage time 

bread 6 months 
rolls 4 months 
mushrooms 1 month 
chicken 12 months 
beef 8 months 
sausages 2 months 

2 Write a program which can be used as an 
electronic appointment book. 

When you type in a day of the week, the 
computer should print a list of 
appointments for that day. 

If you type in some other word, instead of 
a day, the computer should print 

That is not the name of a day ! 

3 Write a program which will: 

ask for a person's name 
print their address and telephone number 

Your program should hold the addresses of 
4 people . If you type in a name which 
doesn't match any of those in the program, 
the compute r should print a suitable 
message, 
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IT'S ON THE MENU 

IF ANY CUSTOMERS ORDER NO. 78 , 79 ,89,90. 
PLEASE WAIT FOR 15 MINUTES. 

SOUp 
1 Chicken, Noodle Soup 65p 
2 Chicken. Mushroom Soup 65p 

- 3 Chicken . Sweet Corn Soup 65p 
4 Beef. Tomato Soup 70p 
5 Won Ton Soup 85p 

Special Hong Kong Style Dishes 
(lArge Portion) 

6 House Special Rice with Gravy 
(Prawn, Beef, Chicken , Char Sue & 

Mixed Ve etables) £2.30 

Fast-food restaurants often use menus with 
numbers on. You tell them the number of your 
choice of food. The restaurant giv.es you. the food 
to match. 

Computer menus work rather like this . You have 
already used them on your demons disc. Now try 
creating your own menu. Start with a menu which 
lets someone choose which type of animal they 
would like to see on the screen. 

Creating a menu 

Here's one way of creating a menu: 

1 Show the choices. 

2 Wait for a choice . 

3 Check the choice is actually on the menu. 

4 If the choice is on the menu, carry it out. 
Otherwise go back to 2. 

2 Setting out the screen 

When a menu is printed on the screen: the 
choices should be clearly stated, there should be 
some instructions about how to make a choice : 

2 - cameL 

3 - eLephant 

Choose an ani ma L by 
typi n9 the number then 
press; ng '",liml'. 

3 Choosing an animal -
planning the program 

Here 's one way of using a menu to show a 
dragon, a camel or an elephant: 

get ready 

repeat 
print choices 
fe tch choice 
if choice is I, show dragon 
if choice is 2, show camel 
if choice is 3, show elephant 
otherwise print an error message 

until choice is I , 2 or 3 

The structure diagram looks like this : 

choosing an animal I 

I 
get repeat until 
ready choice is 

1, 2 or 3 

I 
print fetch which 
choices number number was 

chosen? 

I 
11 2 3 OTHE~WIS 

show show show print 
dragon camel elephant error 

message 

• Remeillber to load all the demons you need 
before typing in your program. 

• To lisl your own procedures : 
type LI ST 1000,6999'*""91' 

• To clear the screen: type C LS lijiilim§1 
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4 Writing the program 

First, load the demons you will need from your 
Graphi cs and Sound Toolbo x. Do this by 
choosing these options on the menu : 

dragon, camel and elephant 
cent re a message 

wa i t 

Start your program with a few comment 
statements. They type in the main program: 

100 MODE := 1 
110 REPEAT 
120 s how _choices 
130 INPUT num 
140 CASEnumOF 
150 WHEN = 1 
160 s how _d ragon 
170 WHEN =2 
180 show _ca me l 
190 WHEN = 3 
200 s how _e lephant 
210 OTHERWISE 
220 PRINT "That's not allowed" 
230 END CASE 
240 wait 
250 UNTIL num = 1 OR num =2 OR num = 3 
999 END 

Write these procedures yourself: 

show _choi ces sho w_dragon 
show _came l sho w_e lephant 

Use line numbers between 1000 and 6999 for 
this . For example : 

1000 PROC s how _dragon 
1010 CLS 
1020 dragon (18,8) 
1030 cent re ( " DRAGON",24) 
1040 END PROC s how _dragon 

Your procedure s h a w_c hoi c e s should print 
out instructions like those on the opposite page. 
Start the procedure like this : 

1300 PROC show _choi ces 
1310 CLS 
1320 PRINT " In st ant anima l" 
....... and so on 

Re member to end each procedure with an END 
PR O C statement. 

Creating a menu 

5 Running the program 

When the program runs , a set of choices should 
appear. You type in 1, 2 or 3. 

If you type in one of these numbers an animal 
should appear, with its name printed underneath. 

If you type in some other number, a message 
should appear. The REP EAT ••. UN TI L loop 
gives you the chance to choose again. 

6 Testing the program 

There are several parts to this program, and each 
must be tested carefull y. 

First , make sure that the list of choices has been 
printed correctly. 

Next , check that the CASE works properly. 
When a correct choice ha s been made, the right 
animal should be shown. This also tests the 
UN TIL statement, because the program should 
then e nd. 

Finally, check that CAS E works properly when an 
incorrect choice is made. This tests two parts of 
the program; the 0 THE R WI S E stateme nt, 
and the REP EAT ... UN TIL loop. This time, the 
program should loop back to the REP EAT 
statement. 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems: 

Complete the 'Choosing an animal' 
program. 

2 Create a me nu which can be used to 
choose and playa low, medium or high 
pitched note. You might find the procedure 
no t e (p i t c h) useful; see page 10. 

3 Create a menu which allows you to select a 
program which the computer will run. Save 
your menu program before you run it, 
otherwise it will be lost! 
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FREIGHT WEIGHT 

This Pan Am 747 can carry 20 000 kg of freight . 
During loading, a computer keeps track of the 
total weight in the hold. As each item is loaded, 
its weight is typed into the computer and added 
to the previous total. While the total is less than 
20 000 kg, the computer accepts new items. But 
when the 20 000 kg limit is passed, the computer 
prints a warning. 

WHILE 

A W H I L E loop can be used in the plane loading 
program. I t works like this: 

W H I L E total weight is less than 20 000 kg DO 
add weight of next item to total 
IN PUT weight of next item after that 
(Here, you type in a weight) 

ENDWHILE 

print Sorry, that 's too heavy 

The W HI L E ••• DO statement tests a 
condition - that the total weight is less than 
20 000 kg. While this condition is TRUE, the loop 
repeats , ca rrying out the instructions inside it 
each time. 

When the total weight is 20 000 kg or more, the 
condition becomes FALSE. Now, the computer 
won't carry out the instructions inside the loop. 
The loop ends, and the computer goes on to the 
next line . 
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2 Loading a plane - planning 
the program 

Here 's a plan for a program to keep track of the 
weight being loaded in the plane: 

get ready 
turn to mode 3 
make total weight 0 
make weight of next item 0 

while total weight + weight of next item < 20 000 
add weight of next item to total 
fetch weight of next item after that 

end loop 

print warning message 
print the total weight in the hold 

Here's the structure diagram: 

Loading a boat I 
I 

I get ready I 
I 

turn to make II make I MODE3 total a weight a 

do while print print 

total + weight < 20 000 warning lolal 
message weight 

I 
I I 

fetch 
add weighl weight of 
of next item next item 
to total after that 

• WH I LE loops must 
start with a WH I LE •••• DO statem nt 
finish with END WH I LE 

• < is the computer symbol for 'less than' 
> means 'greater than' 
<> means 'is not equal to' 



3 Writing the program 

No demons are needed. Just type the program 
straight in . 

100 MODE := 3 
110 total := O 
120 weight := O 

130 WHILE tota l + weight <> 20000 DO 
140 total: = total + weight 
1 50 PRINT "Enter ne xt weight" 
160 INPUT weight 
170 ENDWHILE 

180 PRINT "Sorry, that 's too heav y." 
190 PRINT"The hold is full." 
200 PRINT "Cargoweighs "; total;"kg ." 
999 END 

Two variables are used in the program : 
tot a l the total weight in kg 
wei 9 h t the weight of the next item in kg 

Both these variables are given zero values at the 
start of the program. 

I NPUT weight gives weight a new value each 
time round the loop. 

Line 1 40 tells the computer to give the variable 
tot a l a new value . It's the old value, plus the 
last weight typed in. 

4 Running the program 

While the computer is repeating the W HI L E loop, 
it keeps asking for the weight of the next item. 

The loop only repeats while tot a l + wei 9 h t 
is less than 20 000. When tot a l + wei 9 h t is 
equal 10 or more than 20 000, the loop ends . A 
warning message is printed, along with the total 
weight loaded so far. 

5 Testing the program 

You will need a pencil, some paper and perhaps a 
calculator to test this program. 

Write down a list of weights in a table like the one 
at the top of the next column. 

weight of 
item (kg) 

3000 
1 000 
7000 
8000 

WHILE . .. 00 

total weight loaded 
so far (kg) 

3 000 
4000 

11 000 
19000 

--------------- ------------------ weight limit 
2000 21000 

To find the total weight loaded so far, add the 
weight of the Hext item to the lasl value of the 
total weight loaded so far. When the total weight 
comes to 20 000 or more you can stop. 

Use the same weights when the program runs. 
Check that the program prints the same total 
weight when it stops (19 000 in the example). 

For you to do 

Plan and write programs to solve these 
problems: 

I Every morning, a tanker collects milk from 
several fanns. The tanker can hold 10 000 
litres of milk. It arrives at the first farm 
empty. 

Use the computer to keep a check on the 
total amount of milk loaded. The computer 
must warn the driver when the next load 
will make the tanker overflow. 

2 Imagine you have £1000 in a bank account. 
Every time you withdraw money, the total 
in the account drops . Write a program 
which; 

asks for the amount of money you want to 
withdraw 
prints the amount left in the account 
repeats until you are about to run out of 
money 
then prints a warning that you will need an 
overdraft 

3 Use the computer to present the questions 
in a quiz to test someone's adding up . 
When a wrong answer is typed in, the 
computer should repeat the question. 
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PALINDROMES 

There's something special about this strange 
conversation. The two sentences spell the same 
backwards as forwards. Words and sentences 
which do this are called palilldrolJles. MUM and 
DAD are simple examples. You can use the 
computer to find out if words are palindromes. 

Reversing words 

b a c k war d$ is a demon which spells words 
backwards for you. It works like this: 

INPUT word$ (You type in a word; say, 
MONITOR) 

pal$ := back ward$(w o rd$) 

P R I NT pa l$ (The computer prints out your 
word in reverse: ROT I NOM) 

2 Palindrome or NOT? 
wo rd$ stands for the word you type in . 
p a l$ stands for the word spelt backwards. 

If the word is a palindrome, the statement 
pa l$ = wo rd$ will be true . 

If the word isn't a palindrome, the statement 
pa l$ = word$ will befalse. Put another way : 

NOT (pa l$ = word$) will be true. 

The COMAL keyword NOT inverts the logic, 
making true into false and fa lse into true. 
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3 Finding a palindrome -
planning the program 

Here's one way to find a palindrome: 

get ready 

repeat 
fetch word 
reverse word 
if not a palindrome, 
print Not a palindrome 

until the word is a palindrome 

print Well done , you found one! 

The s tructure diagram looks like this : 

Finding a 
palindrome 

I 
I 

get REPEAT UNTIL print 
ready word is a Well done, 

palindrome you found one! 

I 
I I I 

fetch reverse is word a 
word word palindrome ? 

No l 

print 
That is not 
a palindrome 

mIIii mm loads the demons menu. 

m lists the names of the ready-made demons you 
can use. There isn' t room on the screen for the 
full list. Press mIIii to see more. 

• To delete a line from your program: type the 
line number and press lai'''~t' 

• To chauge a line: type the line number and the 
new statement. Then press iy..,.i13§1 



4 Writing the program 

First , load the Words and Numbers - leve l 2 
demons from disc. Start your program with a few 
comment statements. Then type in the main 
program : 

100 MO DE := 3 
11 0 REPE AT 
1 20 PRI NT "P lease type your word." 
130 I NPUT wo rd$ 
140 pa l$: = backwa rd$(word$) 
150 I F NOT (pa l$ = word$) THEN 
160 PR I NT "Not a pa l i ndrome." 
17 0 END IF 
180 UNTIL pa l$ = word$ 
190 PRIN T "Well done, you found one '" 
999 END 

b a c k war d$ (w 0 r d$) reverses the spelling of 
the word you type in , wo rd$. This 'reversed' 
word now replaces pal $ in the program. 

The IF •.. THE N statement tests the condition 
NO T (pa l$ = word$). 
If the condition is true, a message is printed 
saying that the word isn 't a palindrome. 

The REP EAT loop goes on repeating until p a l$ 
and wo r d$ are the same. 
The loop ends when pa l$ = wo rd$ 
This statement is a test, so = is used on its own 
instead of : = 

When the loop ends, a message is printed telling 
you that a pal indrome has been found. 

backward$(word$) isa demon which looks 
for a word called w 0 r d$ and puts the letters in 
reverse order. 

For example : 

word$: = "MONITO R" 
PR I NT ba c kwa rd$( wo rd$) 

will make the computer print RO T I NOM, so will: 

PR I NT ba c kwa rd$(,'MON ITOR") 

Logical operators 

5 Running the program 

The program asks for a word. 

If the word is not a palindrome, a message is 
printed. The program loops, and asks for another 
word. 

If the word is a palindrome, a suitable message is 
printed, and the program ends. 

6 Testing the program 

It would take too long to test this program 
exhaustively, by typing in every possible word. 
Test it selectively by choosing just a few words . 

First , type in a word which isn't a palindrome . 
Check that the computer prints T hat i s not a 
pal i n d rom e. After this, the program should 
loop and ask you for another word. 

Next, type a palindrome . Make sure that the 
computer prints the correct message before 
stopping. 

For you to do 

If first := 6 and second: = 6 

write down whether each of these 
statements is true or false : 

a fi rst = second 
b NOT(fi r st = second) 
c NOT<NO T(first = second)) 

2 Write a program to carry out this plan: 

repeat 
ask for a number 
if the number is not 0 or greater, 
print Sorry, I wan ted a posit ive 
number 

until the number is 0 or greater 

3 Write a program to carry out this plan: 

repeat 
ask for a word 
if the word does not have 6 letters or 

more, print I want a longer word 
until the word has 6 letters or more 
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Summary of Part 3 

If you have completed all the work so far, 
you should know how to: 

Covered 
in sectiolZ: 

sort a pair of connected lists 

print individual members of a list 

make your own list 

use the ASCII code 

nest two loops 

make a selection 

show a selection in a structure diagram 

create a menu 

use a \oj H I L E ••• DO loop 

invert the logic of a statement, using NOT 

Useful line numbers 

You should be able to use these line numbers in your programs correctly: 

10 to 99 comment statements 
100 to 998 maIn program 
999 END 
1000 to 6999 
7000 to 29999 
30000 to 32767 

procedures you type in yourself 
leave free for any ready-made demons 
information stored in D A T A statements 

You should be able to use these keys for loading and listing: 

EmID Il!i!!:!3 loads the demons menu from disc. Select the set of demons 
you want by typing a number from the menu and pres~ing iij;.'il3ti. 
If you select Too lbox from the main menu, the Toolbox menu should 
appear. 
Load the demons you want by selecting their numbers on the Toolbox 
menu. 
Choose 0 when you have finished your selection. 

1m lists the main program (line numbers up to 999). 

I'D lists any procedures you typed yourself. 

III lists the names of all the demons loaded from disc . 

1m takes you back to the menu, if the demons disc is in the drive. 
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PROJECTS, AND HOW TO 
TACKLE THEM 

~P" 

~ 
\\ \\ '.- A 

~/ 
// 

I, ~ 1/ 

turtle stem petals 
• 

head 

Use the skills you have learned to solve the problems in Part 4. Project 7 
on page 77 asks you to use Turtlegraphics to draw a flower. 



PROBLEM SOLVING 

What's the problem? 
When you have to solve a problem, first stop and 
think. You need to ask yourself some questions. 

What exactly is the problem? 

Start by writ ing the problem down. Most 
problems can be explained in a few short 
sentences. The shorter the better - but don't 
miss out any important details. Try to get to the 
heart of the problem. 

~ ·""I~ ~y~ 
OyO'v'J!!' (10(1'le~r t;erS V~_ \f ( 
1/,;-0(1', e,(S ('fierf' 1 ~ 
10 s1 (lv(YIDa c,lvD f~(ld \ i-

0(\. (/\rI\jl car ~ 
S\,JI ~hot IlI~i6k-1~ '1 
~re(Vl 'f n 

2 Is there already a way of solving this 
problem? 

A lot of problems may have already been solved. 
Find out if this one has already been solved. Is 
there a way of solving the problem without using 
the computer? Is using a computer the best way 
of solving the problem? 

3 Can the problem be simplified l 

Sometimes, you only need to solve the important 
part of the problem, especially when you are 
using a computer. Many details can best be dealt 
with by some other method. 

rpERH~P5 THE 
NAMES DON'T l NEED TO BE. IN 
ALPHABETICAL 

ORDER" 
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4 What information must be given to 
the computer? 

Does the information change each time the 
computer is used to solve the problem? Or will 
you be using the same information every time? 

The answer to this question affects the way in 
which the information is given to the computer. 
Information which is always the same can be 
stored inside the program itself. Information 
which needs to be changed every time might be 
better typed on the keyboard. 

.. . :J 
" I DON'T WANT TO 
HAVE TO TYPE A NEW 

LIST EvERY TIME. ~." I . 
RU~ THE PR06~~ 

5 How will the computer solve the 
problem? 

Exactly what must the computer do with the 
information it is given. to solve the problem? Is 
there already a way of solving the problem 
without using the computer? Can the same 
method be used on the computer? Is there 
another method which is more suitable for solving 
the problem by computer? 

6 What information must the computer 
supply, when it gives the answer! 

How will the information be sent out of the 
computer - text, graphics or sound? How 
realistically must the information be presented? 
Are graphics really necessary? Or will a few 
words and numbers do? 

7 Is speed important! 

How quickly does the problem have to be solved' 



Planning a solution 
Once you know what the problem is , you can plan 
how to solve it. 

Write down the main steps in solving 
the problem, in ordinary words 

Don't worry about the detail at first. Just 
concentrate on the important steps. 

Some of these steps might involve a lot of work, 
but don't worry about that. 

2 Divide each step into smaller steps 

Underneath each main step, write down the 
smaller steps needed to do this step. 

Carryon doing this , dividing each main step into 
smaller steps, until you have written a complete 
list of all the steps needed to solve the whole 
problem. 

Don't use COMAL commands in your plan 
at this stage. It's not supposed to be a 
program yet. It's a plan which tells you how to 
solve the problem. 

When each step in your program can't be divided 
up any further, your plan is fmished. 

3 Use your list of steps to help you 
draw a structure diagram 

Start by writing a very brief description of the 
whole job in a box at the top of the diagram. 

Finding a 
name and 
'phone number 

Underneath, put eac ma·n s~ep in its own box . 
The boxes should barr nged\across the page to 
show the order in p hich hey should be tackled. 
The job in the leftihand bpx is ta k1ed first ; the 
job in the right-h~nd box Is last. 

• Use boxes ith doubll vertical s·des for any 
demons. 

• Use boxes with round d ends for a y loops 

• U;e 7~"d eod' roc j,y dec;,;," h' \ 

~ 
ask 
for 
name 

Underneath each main step vrite the teps 
needed to do this, in or er, in boxes . 

Read 
name and 
number 
from DATA 

is name the 
same as name 
from keyboard? 
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PROBLEM SOLVING II 

Solving the problem 

Once you have a good plan, you can solve the 
problem. 

Is there an existing program 
you can use? 

Some problems are so common that there are 
already programs you can use to solve them . 

• Wordprocessing programs can be used 
whenever you need to create documents 
(letters, essays, notes) . 

• Spreadsheets c;an be used to do 
mathematical calculations. 

• Databases can be used to store, recall and 
manipulate information. 

These three kinds of programs can solve many 
problems easily. Use them if you can. 
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WORD 
PROCESSING 

I SPREADSHEET I 

I DATABASE I 

00 
o 

2 If you need to write a program, are 
there any demons you can use? 

There are lots of useful demons you can add to 
your programs. Use demons whenever you can. 
They will save you work. 

order_words 
di sp La y _words 

3 Write a program by following 
these steps: 

• Make a note of any steps which can be done 
by demons . 

• Work through your plan, turning each step 
into programming statements. It 's a good idea 
to use procedures wherever possible . This 
breaks the program into manageable chunks . 

100 seLu p 
110 tit l e 
120 instructions 
130 wa i t 
140 what _name 

1000 PROC what_name 
1010 C LS 
1020 PRINT "Plea se type a name" 
1030 INPUT name$ 
10 l,0 END PRO C what _na me 

Most main steps can be procedures. Many of the 
other smaller steps can also be procedures. Give 
your procedures sensible names that suggest 
what each procedure does. 

, - .' \ 
~ (Ylf'l\YJ

19 \ 
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Testing the program 
Every program must be tested, otherwise you 
won't know whether it does its job properly. 

Choose suitable information to test 
the program 

Sometimes you can test a program with all the 
information to be be used . Usually, this takes too 
long, so you have to be content with using a few 
pieces of information , which must be careflllly 
cilosen. 

Choose information that will test every kind of 
information that could be used with the program. 

FIND A - PHONE NUMBER 

This program contains the names 
and 'phone numbers of aLL members 
of the Swimming CLub. 

You can use it to find a 'phone 
number when you know a name. 

Pres s 1012'&*'41 to cant i nue 

Whal informatioll would you choose to test this program? 

2 Keep a printed record showing the 
test results 

You can often get this by selecting the printer, 
then running the program. Or it may be more 
convenient to turn the printer on by using a 
demon inside the program. 

3 Correct any mistakes in your 
program 

Carry out a dry run and see if you can find where 
the program is going wrong. Use the same 
information you used to test the program earlier. 

4 Test the program again 

Keep testing, altering and re-testing until the 
program does its job properly. 

Documenting the program 
Documentation is important. It provides a record 
of what the program does, how it does its job, 
and how it should be used. 

Give clear information on the screen 
It's a good idea to make your program print a title 
when it runs . 

If you expect someone to type infonnation while 
the program is running, give clear instructions on 
the screen. 

2 Write documentation for anyone who 
wants to use your program 

This should include: 

• your description of the problem. 

• your explanation of the method used to solve 
the problem. 

• clear in structions about how to run the 
program, with details about any information 
that has to be given to the computer as the 
program runs. 

• an explanation of the results the computer 
should produce. 

3 Write documentation for 
programmers 

Use comment statements in your program, to 
explain what each bit does . 

Use comment statements at the beginning of the 
program, to hold 

• the program name 

• the author's name 

• the date when the program was written 
10 1/ Fi ndi ng a phone number 
20 1/ by S. Gregory 
30 1/ 15 JuLy 1988 

100 seLup 
110 titLe 
120 instructions 
130 wait 
140 1/ ask for name to be typed 
150 wha Lna me 
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PROJECTS - LEVEL 

Instruction book 

• Write a program to print three pages of 
instructions on the screen, one after another. 
Use the instructions given below as your text. 

Load the Words and Numbers - leve l 1 
demons before you begin. Then you can use 
the wa i t demon to give people time to read 
one page before going on to the next. 

page 1 
Operating your video cassette recorder 

I To turn the unit on , press the ON button. 
Press it again to turn the unit off. 

2 Insert a cassette into the front of the unit. 

3 If you wish to remove the cassette , press 
the EJECT button. 

-
page 2 

4 To play back a previously recorded 
cassette , press the PLAY button. 

S For sharper sound, press the TONE 
button. 

6 If streaks or snow appear during play
back, adjust the TRACKING control. 

7 To advance the tape rapidly press the 
FF button. Keep this button pressed if 
you wish to 'peep search' the tape. 

8 To re\\~nd the tape, press the REW 
button. Keep this button pressed if 
you wish to 'peep search' the picture 
during rewind. 

page 3 
9 To record a program: insert a cassette 

into the unit and select the channel by 
pressing the PROGRAM 
button. Press the record button. 

10 To set the timer for automatic recording: 
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Use the TIMER START and TIMER 
END buttons to set the start and end 
times of the program. Then press the 
TIMER REC button. 

2 Sorting names 

• Write a program which will let you: 

type a list of names into the compute r 

clear the screen 

print Here is the list you typed: 

print the list 

wait until the spacebar is pressed 

sort the list 

clear the screen 

print Her ear e the n a m e sin 0 r d e r: 

print the names in alphabetical order 

3 Pretty poly 

• Load the Turt legraphi cs demons. 
Then type in this procedure, called pol y , 
and try it out. 

1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
1050 

PROC poly 
FOR side:= 1 TO 4 DO 

forward(100) 
right(90) 

NEXT side 
END PROC po ly 

The procedure should draw a shape with 4 s ides. 
The shape is closed because the last s ide joins 
onto the first s ide. The turtle makes 4 turns as it 
draws the shape (line 1010). Each turn is 900 

(line 1 030). So the turtle turns a total of 3600
• 

90' 

j 1 
90' 
~=-,-J 

90' 
turtle turns 
4 x 90' , 
total 360' 

• Change the numbers in line 1 0 1 0 and line 
1030 to draw shapes with 

a 8 sides b 6 sides 

c 12 sides d 36 sides 

How many sides do you need to make the shape 
look like a circle? 



4 Quick word 

• Use the T u r t leg rap h i c s demons to draw 
this word : 

ICOMRLI 
Load the T u r t leg rap h i c s demons fIrst. 
Write a procedure for each letter. Write a 
procedure to draw the box around the word. 
Then use your procedures to draw the whole 
word . 

5 Tiles 

• Load the Tu r t legraphi cs demons. Then 
write a procedure to draw a six-sided shape. 
Use it in another procedure to draw a row of 
six-sided shapes: 

o CCXX) 
• Draw 3 rows. fitting one on top of another. 

Can you fIll the screen with identical six-sided 
shapes? 

6 Sunshine 

• Load the T u r t leg rap h i c s demons. Make 
the turtle draw a line 200 units long. Use 
several lines to draw a sun . Then make the 
computer draw many more lines so that the 
sun becomes a solid disc . 

200 
units 

\ 
start and 
fi nish here 

7 Flowers 

• Load the Turt legraphi cs demons. Add 
these procedures and try them out: 

PROC sma ll _ci rc le 
hide_turtle 
FOR s id e:= 1 TO 36 DO 
forwar d(4) 
right(10) 
NE XTside 
show_turt l e 

END PROC s ma ll _ci rc le 

PROC peta l 
hi de _turt le 
FOR side:= 1 TO 4 DO 
forward(30) 
left(10) 
NEXT side 
left(1 4 0 ) 
FOR side:= 1 TO 4 DO 
forward(30) 
left (10) 
NE XT side 
left(110) 
show _turt le 

END PROC peta l 

• Write your own procedure. called he ad, to 
draw the head of a flower. You could use 
sma ll _c i rc le several times to turn the 
turtle a bit each time you use the procedure. 

• Use the procedure pet a l to draw petals 
which lie to the right and to the left. Then 
write a procedure to draw a flower. 

... /~1 .. .. -

l/ 
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PROJECTS - LEVEL II 

Paying the workers 

Staff in a garage are paid every Friday . 

Name Job Pay per hour 

Abe Melzer chief mechanic £7.50 
John Jackson mechanic £5.10 
Myra North mechanic £5.10 
Jane Brown salesperson £4.70 
Peter Dykstra salesperson £4.70 
Julie Young manager £8.00 

There are 40 hours in a normal working week. 
Overtime is paid at one and a half times the 
normal amount per hour. 

• Write a program that does this job for each 
person in the garage: 

reads the person's name and pay per hour, 
from DATA 

asks how many hours they have worked at 
the normal rate 
asks how many hours 
overtime they have worked 

calculates their pay 

2 Square or triangle? 

• Write a program using Turtiegraphics which 
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follows this plan: 

clear the screen 

print Do you "ant to see the sq uar e? 

fetch the answer from the keyboard 

if the answer is YES draw a large square 

otherwise, draw a large triangle 

3 Whirlybird 

In the Graphi cs and Sound TooLki t there 
is a demon called 

heLicopter( x,y,bLad es) 

This demon prints a helicopte r on the screen, 
with its blades in two positions, numbered 1 and 
2. For example : 

heLi copter(20 ,10,1) 

prints the he licopter at (20, 10) with its blades 
in position 1 . 

When the helicopter is printed in the same place 
on the screen, with its blades in position 1 then 
in position 2, it looks as though the blades are 
turning. 

• Write a program which uses a loop to make 
the blades turn 50 times . 

4 Train trips 

Steam Spectaculars Ltd run steam train trips 
every summer. The cost of their latest trip is: 

adult 
child 

single 

£4.80 
£2.40 

return 

£7 .50 
£3.90 

• Write a program to help calculate the cost of 
tickets for a party of thirty. They will need the 
following tickets: 

adult 
child 

single 

2 
4 

return 

16 
8 

Your program should ask how many of each ticket 
are needed. Then is should print the cost, like this : 

aduLt sing Les cost £ 
returns cost c ___ 

chi L d singLes cost coo_ 
re tu rns cost coo_ 

TOTAL L ___ _ 



5 Choice quiz 

Here is a plan for a quiz program: 

I QUIZ 

I I 
II title I II instructions II ( Do 5 times 

I 
I I 

ask fetch is answer 
question answer correct? 

YESI NO 

print print 
Wen done correct 

answer 

When the questions are asked, the screen should 
look something like this : 

Whi ch soccer team is goi ng t o wi n the 
next War ld Cup Seri es? 

AS COTLAND 
B WA LES 
C NOR THERN IRELAND 
D ENGLAN D 

Ty pe the le tter of the correct 
answer : 

• Use the plan to help you write a quiz on a 
subject of your own choice. 

6 Cassette labels 

• Print ten labels for music cassettes, complete 
with the details for each tape, like this: 

Tape No: 147 
Length: 60 mi nutes 
Side A: EL v i s on tour 
Side S: Madonna 's Greate st Hi ts 

7 Pick a number 

The built-in COMAL function R N D (0,9) returns 
a positive whole number between 0 and 9. It 
selects the number at random, rather like dice . 
For example: 

di gi t:= RND (0 ,9) 

will make dig i t some number between 0 and 9. 

• Write a program which will: 

repeat 
use R N D ( 0 ,9) to produce a three-digit 
number between 000 and 999 
print the three digits on the screen, 
one underneath the other 

until the number ends in a 9 

8 Sounding off 

• Load the Sounds demons. Then add this 
demon: 

1000 PROC musi c<pi tch,d u rat i o n) 
1010 SOUND 1,1,pi tch ,d ur ation*10 
1020 END PROC mu si c 

• Write a program to playa tune . Choose your 
own tune, or use the one in the chart below. 

Use the set _up_notes demon f,rst. When 
you use m us i c ( pit c h, d u rat ion) : 
pit c h can be c, d, e, f, g , a or b. 
d u rat ion can be a number between 1 and 
25; this is the number of half-seconds the 
note will sound for. For example : 

musi C<b ,4 ) 

will sound a note with pitch b, for 4 half
seconds i.e. 2 seconds. 

These notes will playa tune: 

pi tch c f a a 9 f d c 
dur ation 1 2 2 1 2 2 

• Make your program print the title of the tune 
on the screen. If you are choosing your own 
tune , try making the computer print the words 
of each verse just before the verse begins . 
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PROJECTS - LEVEL III 

Looking in the library 

A small library has copies of the following books: 

Title Author ISBN 

The History Man Bradbury 0099149109 
BBC User Guide Coli 0563165588 
The Young Astronomer Ridpath 0600309150 
Coldwater Fish Pinks 0702883603 
London Transport Day 0706360737 
The Prophet Gibran 0330262203 

2 Flag 

• Load the Turt legraphi cs demons. Write 
a procedure to draw a solid square. Then 
make the computer draw a shape like a flag. 

o 

3 Bird data 

• Write a program which displays a page of 
L-__________________ ---' infonnation about each of 6 different kinds of 
• Create a program which can find and print the 

detail s about each book if you know its title, or 
author, or ISBN. 

Begin by storing the details about the books in 
three lists of words. (It's easier to treat the 
ISBNs as words instead of numbers). 

Use a menu to allow someone to choose 
whether to find the book by typing the title, 
author or ISBN. 

Search one of the lists to find where to get the 
missing infon11ation. Then print all the details 
about the book. 

You may find the sea r c h_fo r _ 1010 rd demon 
in Wo r d san d N u m b e r s - level 2 useful. 

TlIl' morr dl'tails ),011 IUllle ahout a librmJ' book - litll', 

(lUt/IOI"S mmlt" ISH/\' (lull'rlll/tiol/al Standard Book 
Sumba) - llze easier it is to /Iud. 
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birds (or other subjects of your choice). 

Your program should begin by asking which 
bird is to be described. When a choice is 
made, the conesponding page should be 
displayed. If there is no information about the 
bird chosen, a suitable message should be 
printed. 

Choosing to see a bird called AL L should 
show all the pages of information, one after 
the other. 

Which features of Ihis swan would YOIl descn"be IIsing your 
program? 

4 Quiz counts 

• Alter the quiz program you wrote for Project 5 
on page 79, so that it keeps count of the 
number of correct answers given. It should 
print this number at the end of the program. 



5 Sorting sexes 

!Jow cau you use ),our fompuler 10 sort JUII, Sm' (lml 
Alllu's Hames into alp/whetical order? 

• Write down the names of six boys and six 
girls, in any order. Write the code letter B or 
G opposite each name , to show whether the 
name belongs to a boyar a girl. 

• Write a program which: 
asks you to type the names and code letters 
in any order. 

puts the names into two separate lists, in 
alphabetical order. One list should hold 
boys' names and the other girls' names . 

prints the lists. 

You may find the demon sorLllords 
(II r d$,q t y) useful. It is one of the demons in 
Words and Numbers - LeveL 2. This demon 
sorts the words in a list, arranging them in 
alphabetical order. For example : 

so r LllO rds (boy$() ,6) 

will sort the first 6 names in the list called b 0 y$. 

6 Once upon a t ime . .. 

• Write down 10 short sentences from a story 
about a person and a dog. Keep each sentence 
to 40 characters or less . 

• Write a program which makes the computer 
select these sentences one by one at random, 
so that a story is produced. Some stories will 
be better than others! 

Hints: The built-in COMAL function R N D ( 10) 
re turns a positive whole number between 1 
and 10. If the sentences are stored in a list, 
R N D ( 1 0) could be used to decide which 
sentence to print next. 

It is important that each sentence is only 
printed once. One way of ensuring this is to 
store each number returned by R N D ( 1 0) in a 
list. When a number is returned, the lis t 
should be searched. If the number is not 
already on the list, it can be used. Otherwise, 
ignore the number. 

7 Curtains 

A shop sells material for making curtains. There 
are several different styles: 

Style Colour Pattern 

Regency red flowers 
Arbroath yellow dots 
Queen green lines 
Thrush oatmeal flecks 
Plain orange none 
Air blue clouds 

• Store the styles, colours and patterns in three 
connected lists . 

• Sort the lists and print the information in 
alphabetical order by style . 

There are no demons for sorting three 
connected lists, but you might find two of the 
demons in Words and Numbers - leve 1 2 
useful. These are: 

so rLllo rds (IIrd$() ,q ty) 
sea r c h_for _ 110 rd (IIrd$() , ta rget$,q ty) 
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PROJECTS - LEVEL III continued 

8 Estate agent 
An estate agent uses a computer to store details 
of houses for sale . Each house has : 

a reference code e.g . 
a type e.g. 
a number of rooms e.g. 

A14 
detached 
5 

Customers can ask to see information arranged in 
vanous ways: 

by reference code: Typing a reference code 
makes the computer print all the details about 
that property. 

by house type: Typing de t a c h ed , s em i , 
f La t or she L t ere d makes the computer print 
all the details of houses of that type. 

by number of rooms: Typing a number of 
rooms makes the computer print details about 
houses with that number of rooms. 

• Write a program which shows details of these 
houses : 

Reference Type Number of 
code rooms 

A16 detached 4 
A21 semi 3 
A22 detached 5 
A31 sheltered 3 
B1 detached 4 
B12 semi 5 
C43 flat 3 
C92 flat 2 

Th ese three-bedroom houses are semi-de/ached. 
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9 Biscuits 

• Create two lists to hold the names of these 
biscuits and their prices: 

Name Price per packet (p) 

Tasty Crunch 
Ginger Nips 
Cream Snaps 
Crumbly Crunch 
Mint Oats 
Brandons 
Super Snaps 
Malt Fingers 
Chocolate Nibbles 

• Write a program which will: 

45 
60 
40 
80 
35 
40 
82 
68 
84 

calculate the average price of the packets 

print the names and prices of the packets 

print m 0 r e , sam e or l e s s to tell you how 
each price compares with the average. 

10 Takeaway 
Here is a small selection of dishes from a 
takeaway food shop: 

Dish 

Curried chicken 
Chicken fried rice 
Chop suey 
Spring pancake 
Spare ribs 
Sweet and sour chicken 
Beef and boiled rice 
Vegetable curry 

Price(p) 

285 
190 
220 

90 
240 
310 
265 
175 

• Create a program in which the names of the 
dishes and their prices are stored in two lists . 

Use a menu so that someone can choose 
whether to see the lists in alphabetical order 
of names , or in order of prices . The program 
should return to the menu so that it can be 
used repeatedly. The program should end 
when the word FIN ISH E D is typed at the 
menu. 



DEMON DOCUMENTATION 

00 0 

This section tells you more about the demons used to produce the 
helicopter, bus, car and parachutist, and about all the other demons used 
in this guide. 



Demon documentation 

T urtlegraphics 

Procedure name Parameters Description Example 

set _up_9raphi cs none Must be used before any other s e L up _grap h i cs 
turtlegraphics demons. Turns on 
graphics, places the turtle in the 
centre of the screen, and gets 
ready for drawing. 

forward distance Makes the turtle move forwards. f o rward(200) 
(distance) the distance to move 

back di s tan c e Makes the turtle move backwards . back (150) 
(distance) the distance to move 

left(angle) angle Makes the turtle turn to the left left(45) 
the angle through through a ng l e degrees. 
which to turn 

rig httangle) angle Makes the turtle turn to the right right(90) 
the angle through through an 9 l e degrees. 
which to turn 

home none Moves the turtle to the starting ho me 
position in the centre of the 
screen. 

pen_down none Lowers the pen. Any moves after pen _down 
this will lea ve a trail. 

pen_up none Lifts the pen. Any moves after this pen_up 
will not leave a trai l. 

hide_turtle none Makes the turtle invisible. h i d e_turt le 

show _turtle none Makes the turtle visible. s ho w_turtle 

end _graph; cs none RetuI11s to text, and clears the e nd_graphi c s 
screen. 

Sounds 

Procedure name Parameters Description Example 

beep none Makes the computer beep. beep 

chord(pi tch) The pitch of the Makes the computer playa chord. ch o rd(d) 
chord; c , d, e, f, 
g, a or b 

no te( p i tch) the pitch of the note ; Makes the computer play a note. note(f) 
c,d,e,f,g, 
a or b 

set_up_notes none Must be used before no t e se t _up_no t e 5 
( pitc h) , chord(pitch) or 
tun e. Defines the notes c, d, 
e , f , g, a and b . 

tune none Makes the computer playa tune . t une 
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Words and Numbers - level I 

Procedure name Parameters Description Exampl e 

set _up none Must be used before any of the set _up 
Words and numbers-le v e l 1 
demons. Finds out whether words . 
numbers or words and numbers 
are to be used; and how many will 
be used. 

ask _for _words none Takes words from the keyboard ask_fo r_words 
and stores them in the list created 
by the se L up demon. 

order_words none Son s the words in the list created order _word s 
by the set _u p demon, arranging 
them in alphabetical order. 

au t pu t _wo rd 5 none Prints the list of words created by output _words 
the s e Lu p demon, on the 
screen. 

ask_for _numbers none Takes numbers from the ask_for _numbers 
keyboard and stores them in a list 
created by the s e L u p demon. 

order_low_to_high none Sons the numbers in the list order_ low_to_ 
created by the set _u p demon, high 
arranging them in ascending order. 

output _numbers none Prints the list of numbers created ou tpu t _numbers 
by the s e Lu p demon , on the 
screen. 

tit l e none Prints a title page . Alteling the tit l e 
contents of lines 11 81 0 to 11880 
changes the title. 

instructions none Prints instructions for using the instructions 
program. Altering the contents of 
lines 12010 to 1206 0 changes 
the instructions. 
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Demon documentation 

Words and Numbers - level 2 

Procedure name Parameters Description Example 

take_i n_numbers nose) Takes numbers from take _i n_numbers 
(no s( ),qty) the name of the ust the (we i gh ts (),2D) 

of numbers keyboard and puts 
qty them into the named 
the number of lis t. 
numbers in the 
list. 

take _in_words _and_numbers w rdS () Takes in pairs of take_i n_words _ 
(wrd S() , nos(),qty) the name of the list of words and numbers and _numbers 

words from the keyboard, (recordS(), 
nos ( ) and puts them into tracks() ,3D ) 
the name of the list of the named lis ts of 
numbers words and numbers. 
qty 
the number of items 
in each list 

s ort _ward-s wrd $ Sorts the first q t y so r t_wo rd s 
(wrd$() , qty) the name of the list of words in the named (recordS(),3D) 

words list, alTanging them in 
qty 
the number of words 

alphabetical order. 

to be sorted 

sort _words _and_numbers w rdS () Sorts the first q t y sort _wo r ds _and _ 
(wrdS(),nos(),qty) the name of the list of pairs of numbers and numb e r s 

words words, arranging (record S(), 
nos () them in alphabetical tracks(),3D) 
the name of the list of order of the words . 
numbers 
qty 
the number of pairs of 
words and numbers to 
be sorted 

search_for_numb er nos () Searches the first search _for _ 
(nos(),target , qty) the name of the list of q t Y items in the number(weights 

numbers to be named list of () , 1DD , 2D) 
searched numbers . Returns the 
t ar get posi tion of the first 
the number to search match in the lis t, or D 
for if no match is found. 
qty 
the number of items 
to be searched 
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Words and Numbers - level 2 continued 

Procedure name Parameters Description Example 

search_for _wo rd wrdS() Searches the first search _for _word 
(wrd$()target , Sqty) the name of the list of q t Y items in the (recordS(), 

words to be searched named list of words . "C omputer 
targetS Returns the position $ongs",30) 
the word to be of the first match in 
searched for the list , or D if no 
qty match is found. 
the number of items 
to be searched 

di splay_numbers nos () Displays the first q t y display_numbers 
(nos() , qty) the name of the list of numbers from the (tracks(),3D) 

numbers named list, on the 
qty screen. 
the number of items 
to be displayed 

di splay_words wrdS( ) Displays the first q t y display_words 
(wrdS(),qty) the name of the list of words from the (recordS(),3D) 

words named list, on the 
qty screen. 
the number of items 
to be displayed 

display_words_and _numbers w rdS () Displays the first q t y di splay_words-
(wrd$(),nos(),qty) the name of the list of pairs of words and and_numbers 

words numbers from the (record$(), 
nos () named lists, on the tracks(),3D) 
the name of the list of screen. 
numbers 
qty 
the number of pairs of 
words and numbers to 
be displayed 

all _buLfirs L letter$ wordS Returns the given all _buLfirsL 
(wordS) the word from which word after removing let terS 

the first letter is to be its first letter. ("shush") 
removed 

bac kw a rdS(wordS) wordS Returns the given backwardS 
the word to be spelt word after reversing ("raw") 
in reverse. the order of its 

letters. 

fi r st_letter$(wordS) wordS Returns the first fi rSLletterS 
the word whose first letter of the given (" r hadod end ron") 
letter is to be word. 
identified. 

last _ letterS(wordS) wordS Returns the last letter lasLletter$ 
the word whose last of the given word. ("petunia") 
letter is to be 
identified. 
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Demon documentation 

Words and Numbers - level 2 continued 

Procedure name Parameters Description Example 

die none Retul11s a positive die 
whole number 
between 1 and 6. 

ma x(nos (),q ty ) nos() Examines the firsl max(weights(), 
tile name of tile list of q t Y items in the 20) 
numbers named list, and 
qty returns the maximum 
the number of items value. 
to be examined 

min(nos(),qty) nos() Examines the first min(weights() , 
the name of the list of q t Y items in the 20) 
numbers named list, and 
qty returns the minimum 
the number of items value. 
to be examined 

Graphics and Sound toolbox 

Procedure name Parameters Description Example 

background(shade$) shadeS Sets the background background 
black, red, green. colour to be used in ("yellow ") 
yellow. blue. any printing. 
magenta. cyan or 
white (depending on 
the mode) the colour 
of the background 

bi rd(x, y , stat e) x , y Prints a bird with its bird(12,14,2) 
the printing position of wings in one of five 
the left side of the bird states . 
state 
the way in which to 
draw the bird's wings 
1. 2.3.40rS) 

bus( x , y) x , y Prints a bus. bus(8,10) 
the printing position of 
the left side of tlhe bus 

bomb none Prints a message, and bomb 
a sequence showing a 
bomb exploding. 

camel(x,y) x , y Prints a cameL cameL(S ,S) 
the printing position 
of the top left comer 
of the camel 
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Graphics and Sound toolbox continued 

Procedure name Parameters Description Example 

car( x , y ,) x , y 
the printing position of 

Prints a car. car(12,20) 

the left side of the car 

centre(message$,y) messageS Prints a message, centre ("Hello 
the message to be centred on a line, y there!",10) 
printed lines from the top of 
y the screen. 
the number of lines to 
move down the screen, 
from the top, before 
printing the message 

dragon(x,y) x,y Prints a dragon. dragon(10,12) 
the printing position 
of the top lelt comer 
of the dragon 

drive(y , vehi cle$ ,wa yS) y Moves a bus or car drive (10, 
the position 01 the line across the screen. "bus" , 
on which to print the "forward") 
vehicle 
vehicleS 
bus or car , the 
vehicle to be printed 
wayS 
backwardor 
forward, the 
direction in which to 
move the vehicle 

elephant(x,y) x,y 
the printing position 

Prints an elephant elephant(20,20) 

of the top left corner 
of the elephant 

foreground(shade$) shadeS Sets the foreground foreground 
black, red, colour to be used in ("red ll

) 

green, yel low, any printing. 
blue, magenta, 
c y an or whi te 
(depending on mode) 
the colour of the 
foreground 

gallop(y,wa y$) y Moves a horse and ga llop(8, 
the position of the line rider across the "forward ll

) 

on which to plint screen. 
wayS 
forward or 
backward 
the direction in which 
to move the shape 

hid Lc ursor Makes the cursor none hi dLcursor 
invisible . 
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Demon documentation 

Graphics and Sound toolbox continued 

Procedure name Parameters Description Example 

helicopter( x , y ,blade s) x , y Prints a helicopter. helicopter 
the printing position (12,10,1> 
of the helicopter 
blades; 1 or 2 . 
the position of the blades 

horse(x , y , legs) x , y, Prints a horse. horse(0 ,0, 1) 
the printing position 
of the left side of the 
horse 
leg s 
the position of the 
horse's legs; 1 , 2 or 3 

man(x,y,pose) x , y Prints a person in one ma n (0 ,1 2 ,3 ) 
the printing position of three poses . 
of the top left comer 
of the shape 
pose 
the position of the 
person's legs : 1,2 or 3 

new_page none Clears the screen. If new_page 
the printer is 
selected, this 
procedure also makes 
the paper feed to the 
start of a new page. 

parachutist(x, y ) (x,y) Prints a parachutist. parachutist ( 1 0 ,0) 
the printing position 
of the top of the shape 

pause(seconds) seconds Makes the computer pause(3) 
length of the pause pause . 

spaceship x , y Prints a spaceship spaceship 
(x,y,state) printing posi tion of pointing in one of 5 (0,0,1) 

left edge of the shape directions. 
state 
the direction in which 
to point the spaceship; 
1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 

sho w_cursor none Makes cursor visible. show_cursor 

switch_printer_off none Stops information switch _printer 
being sent to plinter. _of f 

switch_printer_on none Allows information to s w ; t c h_p r ; n t e r _ 
be sent to the printer. on 

wa; t nOlle Makes the computer wai t 
/ print a message at the 

bottom of the screen, 
then wait until the 

, 

spacebar is pressed , 
before continuing. 
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INDEXES 

Index of COMAL demons 

all _buLfirsLletter$ 58 
ask_for _numbers 8 
ask_for _words 6 
ba c k 12 
background 28 
backwards$ 35 
beep 5 
bi rd 60 
bomb 26 
bus 44 
came l 32 
ca r 45 
cent re 32 
die 35 
display _numbers 49 
display _words _and _numbers 52 
dragon 32 
drive 32 
e l ep hant 32 
end_graphics 12 
fi rSLletter$ 59 
foreground 28 
forward 12 
gallop 32 
hide_turt le 12 
home 12 
horse 61 
instructions 8 
lasLletter$ 35 
l eft 12 
LEN 34 

Index of COMAL key words 

CASE •• • OF 
CH R$ 58 
C LS 2 
DAT A 36 
DIM 48, 56 
END 3 
END PROC 16 

62 

FOR • • • NEXT 19 
IF .. . THEN • •• ELSE 42 
I NPUT 22 
LI ST 2 
MODE 26 
NEW 2 
NOT 68 

man 61 
max 48 
mi n 48 
no t e 10 
odd _o r _evenS 35 
order_ low_to_h igh 8 
order _words 6 
output _numbers 8 
output _words 6 
para 45 
pause 32 
pen_down 12 
pen _up 12 
rig h t 12 
search_for _number 55 
search _for _word 54 
seLup 6 
seLup_graphics 12 
se t _up_no t e 5 4 
show_turt le 12 
sort_words 56 
sort _words _and _numbers 52 
spaceship 61 
s wit c h_p r in t e r _ 0 f f 36 
swi tch _printer_on 36 
take _ in_numbers 49 
take _in _words _and _numbers 52 
tit le 8 
tune 4 
wa i t 18 

ORD 58 
PR I NT 2 
PROC 16 
READ 36 
REPEAT . • UNTI L 
TAB 30 
WHILE ••• DO 66 
/I S 

30 
30 

+ 38 
38 

• 38 
38 

~6 
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INDEXES 

Index of main ideas 

animation 44 
adding 38 
arithmetic 38 
ASCll code 58 
assigning a value 14 
averages 38 

bugs 17 

colours 28 
COMAL 2 
commands 2 
comment statements 8 
cOlmected lists 52 
control variables 19, 44 

debugging 17 
decisions 42 
decision box 42 
demons 4 
dividing 38 
documentation 8 

exhaustive testing 15 

92 

false 68 
filling a lis t 56 
functions 48 

immediate mode 16 

keywords 2 

line numbers 2, 40 
lists 6, 48, 52 , 56 
logical operators 68 
loops (FOR . .. NEXT) 18 
loops (REPEAT •.• UNT IL) 46 
loops (WHILE •• • 00 ) 66 
loop control valiables 18, 44 

menus 64 
modes 26 
mUltiplying 38 

nested loops 60 

parameters 10 
printing 2, 30 
procedures 4 
programs 2 
program plans 2 

selection 62 
selective testing 15 
string variables 22 
string parameters 28 
structure diagrams 6 
subtracting 38 

testing a condition 66 
totals ' 38 
true 68 
turtle graphics 12 

variables 14 
variable names 14, 22 

words 28 
writing procedures 16 






